ADVERTISEMENT

Ultimate
Wax Removal,
Less Loading,
Longer Wear

The ACS Turbostrip™
Segmented Rotary Strip Pad
features 24 polygonal segments
with overlapped angular edges that
bite into floor wax aggressively.
Independent lab tests show that the ACS Turbostrip™ Segmented Rotary Strip Pad achieves up
to 5X faster wax removal than standard black strip pads depending upon the number of coats to
be removed.
ACS Turbostrip™ Segmented Rotary Strip Pad dramatically reduces excess floor wax on strip
pads. The pad life increases while the floor stripping work is completed faster.
See what the ACS Turbostrip™ Segmented Rotary Strip Pad can do for you!!!
ACS Industries, Inc. • One New England Way, Lincoln, RI USA 02865

Toll Free: 800-222-2880 • Fax: 401-333-6088 • email: cleaning@acsind.com • www.acs-cp.com
Visit Us At ISSA Booth #3027

PERFORMANCE.
EXPECT IT.
IT’S IN OUR FIBER.

As the leader in the away from home market,
Kruger Products’ towel, tissue, napkin products
and dispensing solutions provide the right balance
of quality, performance and cost effectiveness.

1.800.665.5610
krugerproducts.com/afh
© 2019, ® Registered and ™ Trademark of Kruger Products L.P.

Visit ISSA booth 3735 or krugerproducts.com/afh for more information.
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Industry Calendar of Events

November 18-21, 2019 — The ISSA Show - North America, Las Vegas
Convention Center, Las Vegas, NV. For information: 847-982-0800.

March 14-17, 2020 — The Inspired Home Show, McCormick Place,
Chicago, IL. For information: 847-292-4200.

May 5-7, 2020 — National Hardware Show, Las Vegas Convention Center,
Las Vegas, NV. For information: www.nationalhardwareshow.com.
May 16-19, 2020 — National Restaurant Association’s Restaurant,
Hotel-Motel Show, McCormick Place, Chicago, IL. For information:
800-967-4590.
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A Message From Outgoing ISSA President,

Paul Goldin
Dear MSN Readers,

I am thrilled to be writing to you on the occasion of the ISSA Show North America in Las Vegas. Like the
city itself, we will likely not get much sleep during the days of the show. Whether you are here to learn more
about innovative products, brush up on the latest trends, hear great speakers or meet old and new friends, it
promises to be a very busy week.

As the outgoing president of ISSA, I am very proud to see the organization
continue to grow and change with the times. The value ISSA places on innovation is evident in many ways at this year’s show, including the ISSA Innovation Award Ceremony and Reception that will take place Thursday. You will
also have a chance to see some of the best innovations at work in the new Innovation Center on the show floor. Presentations in this area will include many
of the product entries in ISSA’s Innovation Award Program, which is celebrating
10 years of cleaning industry innovation this year.
If you are wondering how technology fits into your business, come see the
panel discussion called “Technology for Tomorrow” with panelists Phil Duffy,
John Hill, Greg Scott and Brady Watkins.

Because ISSA recognizes that all of us must continue to learn in order to keep
up with the rapidly changing market, there are many educational opportunities
in Las Vegas. You will be able to find educational seminars for your industry
segment — whether you are a manufacturer, manufacturer representative, distributor, building service contractor or provide in-house environmental services.
Options include a Commercial Cleaning Track, Distribution Track, Green Clean
Schools Track, Health Care Track, Hospitality Track, Residential Cleaning Track, and many other specialty
areas.
I personally am looking forward to hearing from some of our speakers, including “Spotlight Speakers” Marvelous Mark Kamp, who will discuss how “rock star” performance equals “rock star” results, while Kristen
Hadeed will talk about how culture eats strategy for breakfast. I encourage you to join me
there.

“The value ISSA places on
innovation is evident in many
ways at this year’s show.”

My favorite aspect of any trade show is the
networking opportunities — both those that
are planned, and those that just happen when
you are grabbing that much needed coffee.
This year, each day of the show will provide
many opportunities of both kinds — whether it is the opening reception at Bally’s Las Vegas Hotel and Casino
on Monday night, Canada Night (a personal favorite), the Hygieia Network Awards Reception or the Roundtable
Discussions at Bally’s on Wednesday evening.
I hope that you enjoy the ISSA Show North America. You may need to catch a nap on the way home, but you
will not leave disappointed.

Paul Goldin, ISSA President
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Bring on the business
Did you know that 3 out of 4 office workers believe that a
dirty bathroom reflects on job satisfaction? Don’t let office
hygiene get in the way of employee productivity,
performance and health.

Visit Tork booth #2133 at the 2019 ISSA Show to learn more.
www.torkusa.com/peakserve/bring-it-on

torkusa.com
866-722-TORK
Tork, an Essity brand
© 2019 Essity Professional Hygiene North America LLC.
All rights reserved. ®Tork is a registered trademark
of Essity Professional Hygiene North America LLC or its affiliates.

MSN’s Q&A With Incoming ISSA President,

Ken Bodie

Ken Bodie, president and CEO of Kelsan, Inc., located in Knoxville, TN, will be introduced as the new ISSA president, during the
ISSA Show North America 2019. The event is scheduled for November 18-21, at the Las Vegas Convention Center, in Las Vegas, NV.
Following is an interview with Bodie, who discusses his background in ISSA
and his vision for the future of the organization.
MSN: Please provide your background as it pertains to your company and
the jan/san industry.
Bodie: Kelsan, Inc. is a fourth generation, family-owned business (Keller family) founded in 1950. Kelsan distributes floor and packaging equipment, janitorial
supply products, and shipping supplies. Kelsan is headquartered in Knoxville, TN, with branches in Chattanooga, TN,
Nashville, TN, and Charlotte, NC.
I joined Kelsan in August 1995 as senior vice president
of sales and marketing, and was promoted to president &
CEO in 2002.

MSN: What, from your perspective, is the role of ISSA in the
cleaning/maintenance industry?
Bodie: As I said before, ISSA is our only industry association and we are worldwide. Our tagline is clear, “Advancing Clean. Driving Innovation.” ISSA does this
through member benefits including: trade shows, events, buyer guides, certifications, standards, advocacy, education, and both print and electronic media. It is
our job to help our members stay abreast of the latest changes and regulations that
affect their businesses.
MSN: What improvements can be made to ISSA?
Bodie: Because of our recent affiliation with Informa, I
am certain that our trade show, which is already world-class,
will continue to improve. This will also allow our talented
staff, which is led by Executive Director John Barrett, to
spend more time on education, advocacy, certifications, and
other member enhancements.

MSN: How long have you been affiliated with ISSA —
both from a company perspective and a personal perspective?
MSN: What are some of the most prominent chalBodie: Kelsan joined ISSA in 1956. My first involvelenges and concerns in the cleaning/maintement with ISSA began in 1996 when I joined ISSA’s YES
nance industry today, and how can these issues
Group (Young Executive Society). The YES group was crebe addressed by ISSA and its members?
ated to involve young people from the industry with ISSA.
Bodie: I believe recruiting the next generation (Next Gen)
The YES group is now called Next Gen. Next Gen is focused
on involving the future leaders of our industry with ISSA
of leaders to all membership categories will be the biggest
sooner than later.
challenge we face over the next several years. As baby
I served as the YES group coordinator
boomers retire, all our members will be
from 2002 to 2004. My first board term My plan is simple — member engagement. hard-pressed to replace their current talent.
with ISSA was from 2008 to 2010 as a
I believe ISSA can lead the way through
If, at the end of my board term, I know
distributor director for the Southeast. My
continuous improvement in industry prosecond board term was from 2015 to
motion, education, and certifications.
that every member is aware of all the
2017, serving as executive director, secretary, and treasurer.
MSN: How is the sustainability
services ISSA membership affords them,
My current board term began in 2019,
(green) movement impactserving as vice president/president elect,
ing the cleaning/maintethen I will sleep well.
president for 2020 and outgoing presinance industry?
dent in 2021.
Bodie: Obviously, with all the recent press about climate change, sustainability
is here to stay. Employees are going to demand that their working environments
MSN: What made you decide to seek the ISSA president post?
are just as safe and clean as they enjoy in their homes. I believe we will continue
Bodie: When I joined the YES group in 1996, I never imagined I would join to see products developed that do not negatively impact the environment.
the “big board” of ISSA. I credit John Garfinkel, who was the executive director
of ISSA for more than 25 years, as he contacted me after my YES group service
MSN: Please discuss the importance of ISSA reacting to ongoing industry
ended and asked me to consider running for the ISSA board.
changes.
Bodie: I know I sound like a broken record, but ISSA is our only all-encomMSN: What qualities do you possess that will make you an effective ISSA
passing industry association. If we do not react to industry changes, who will? I
president?
feel it is ISSA’s responsibility to be stewards of our industry and represent all our
Bodie: I truly love our industry and feel that ISSA is our only industry associ- member classes in all of our endeavors.
ation. I plan to spend my time as president figuring out how ISSA can truly engage
our 9,000-plus members to make them aware of all the services that are available.
MSN: What plans do you have as ISSA president for the coming year?
I believe that most of our members just think of ISSA in terms of the annual show,
What would you like to see accomplished?
compared to all the other services we provide. Most members have no idea what
Bodie: My plan is simple — member engagement. If, at the end of my board
a great value an ISSA membership provides to their business.
term, I know that every member is aware of all the services ISSA membership affords them, then I will sleep well.
MSN: How do you plan to utilize your leadership experience with your
company during your term as ISSA president?
MSN: Is there anything else that you would like to speak about?
Bodie: Just that when I joined the YES Group in 1996, I would have never imagBodie: The current and incoming board members of ISSA are some of the most
talented and capable people in our industry. I have also learned from my last two ined that I would become part of the “big board,” and I certainly did not think I
would be president one day. I am very humbled and excited to work with the ISSA
board terms that the ISSA staff is top-notch.
My plan is simple. I will ask those talented people what the best way is to engage staff and our members to promote and improve our industry. I want to thank John
Garfinkel for believing in me, and John Barrett for allowing me to work with his
our members, and then get out of the way and let them execute their plan.
talented staff. I look forward to seeing all of our members in Las Vegas.
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Visit Us At ISSA Booth #2359

ADVERTORIAL

GET A
GRIP

ON
CLEAN,
SAFE
FLOORS

Meet the product helping cleaning
crews reduce slip and fall risks.
create a new generation of floor protection with the
world’s first adhesive-backed mat.
Grippy Floor Mat not only lays flat and sticks tight,
it captures dirt and moisture and lasts up to three
months before changeouts. But maintenance crews
will be happiest to hear the mats can be cleaned in
place with a vacuum, wet vac or even deep cleaning
equipment during routine maintenance. No more
lugging heavy rugs out of the way before scrubbing
the floors.
With fall in full swing — and winter on the horizon
— floors are about to get messier at businesses
across the country. From rain and wet leaves to
snow and debris-laden slush, people will be tracking
in hazards and making it a busy time of year for
maintenance staffs.
As vigilant as janitorial crews may be in keeping
floors clean and dry, it’s all too easy to miss a slick
spot, leading to a potential slip-and-fall. In fact,
injuries from slips, trips and falls send around
1 million people to the emergency room each year.
At commercial facilities, it’s not so much a matter
of if these injuries will occur but when. However,
arming crews with floor safety best practices, proper
maintenance techniques and top products can
drastically reduce their exposure to slip and fall risks.
Say hello to the mat that sticks.
For a long time, rubber-backed rental mats have
been the most common approach to floor safety,
but they often create fall hazards by bunching up or
shifting during use. That’s why New Pig, a leading
provider of workplace safety solutions, set out to

That kind of versatility goes a long way, as many
workplaces have similar problem areas that are
prone to wetness or leaks. Here’s a look at some of
those trouble spots and how Grippy Mat can help.
Entrances: Aiming to make a good first impression,
a buffed lobby floor is often smoother than other
areas. Without an entrance mat, tracked in rain and
snow makes the lobby a dangerous slip zone. Grippy
Mat absorbs moisture at the threshold and improves
floor safety while maintaining a sleek atmosphere.

Transitions: An interconnected business or facility
has multiple departments and areas of differing
environments and floor surfaces linked together.
Grippy Mat is a great go-between that captures
grease, grime and liquids to prevent tracking.
Loading docks: Trucks dripping fluids, forklifts
loading and unloading, and people in a hurry make
these busy areas prone to all types of accidents.
Grippy Mat provides absorbency and traction to
work zones requiring heavy-duty floor safety.
Storage areas: Leaks, drips and spills are a given
wherever liquids are stored. If there’s an exterior
entrance, dirt and moisture will find their way in.
Grippy Mat can be cut to fit any area — large or
small — to keep floors dry and safe.
Dining and self-service areas: Cafeterias, break
rooms and self-serve areas are prime spots for spills
because people are often distracted while they’re
eating or socializing. Placing Grippy Mat in front of
food bars, coffee kiosks, sinks, refrigerators and ice
machines keeps drips and dribbles off the floor.
When it comes to maintaining clean, safe floors,
Grippy Mat makes every season a breeze.

ELIMINATE RISKS
WITH THE
MAT THAT

STICKS

YOUR PROBLEM

OUR PROVEN SOLUTION

Adhesive-backed Grippy Mat is the PROVEN safe floor solution.
World's FIRST adhesive-backed mat.
Created by New Pig, the absorbent leader helping facilities stay clean and safe since 1985.
Reduces liability costs for your clients.
Grippy Mat sticks to the floor and never bunches up, ripples or shifts. Eliminates risky rugs and
slippery floors that trigger slip, trip and fall claims.
Traps dirt and liquid by providing customized walk-off coverage.
Roll out Grippy Mat and cut to the exact size and shape you need to keep floors clean and dry.
Built for extreme traffic.
Commercial-grade durability lets you keep mat in place for three to six months depending on conditions.
Easy to clean.
Clean the mats in place right along with the rest of the floor — no more lugging heavy rugs out
of the way. Vacuum, wet vac or deep clean with a floor scrubber or carpet extractor.
ADHESIVE BACKING
®

GRIPPY MAT
®

NO SLIP. NO TRIP. ALL GRIP.

Add Grippy Mat to your line!
Call 1-800-328-2464 or email xdistributor@newpig.com
Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1702

O

ver 16,000 cleaning industry professionals, from approximately
65 countries, are expected to attend The ISSA Show North
America 2019, scheduled for November 18-21 at the Las Vegas
Convention Center, in Las Vegas, NV.

Three trade show days, educational and networking opportunities, panel discussions and guest speakers will highlight the annual event. Manufacturers, distributors, facility managers, building contractors and residential cleaners will come
together at this year’s ISSA Show North America for information sharing, relationship building and product innovation. Attendees can expect to discover new
solutions for improving efficiencies, skills and profitability, according to ISSA.
Over 700 exhibitors, from 25 or more countries, are expected to showcase thousands of products and services during the ISSA Show. That includes innovations
specifically designed for the janitorial/sanitary industry.
The 16 product categories that will be represented by exhibitors in Las Vegas are:
Cleaning Agents, Cleaning Tools & Supplies, Equipment & Accessories, Facility Maintenance & Safety Supplies, Floor & Carpet Care Products, Foodservice Disposables
& Equipment, Odor Control Products, Office Products & Supplies, Paper Products &
Dispensers, Pressure Washing Equipment & Accessories, Restoration Equipment &
Supplies, Restroom Care & Services, Services/Technology, Skin Care & Personal Hygiene, Storage & Material Handling, and Waste Containment & Disposals.
This year’s trade show exhibition floor, located in the Central Hall of the Las
Vegas Convention Center, will be open during the following days and times:
n 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Tuesday, November 19;
n 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Wednesday, November 20; and,
n 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Thursday, November 21.

T

NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND

he ISSA Show North America 2019 schedule includes more than 100 educational sessions, hands-on training opportunities and many networking
events. Key topics will include industry changes and trends, new innovations, proven strategies to boost profitability and much more.
12 — Maintenance Sales News — September/October 2019

The 2019 ISSA Show theme is “Get To Know ISSA.”Among the special attractions and events are:
n ISSA Welcome Reception, on Monday, November 18 — Attendees are
invited to meet or get re-acquainted with colleagues from around the industry,
while enjoying snacks and beverages. The event will take place from 7 to 9
p.m. at Bally’s Skyview 5 & 6.
n ISSA Attendee Orientation and ISSA Trade Show Floor Guided Tours,
on Tuesday, November 19 — Open to all attendees who purchase an all-access
pass. This event will help attendees navigate the trade show floor and make the
most of the educational sessions, networking opportunities and roundtables during
the show week. Veteran show-goers and ISSA staff members will answer questions
and help maximize a person’s first ISSA Show North America experience. Tours
take place from 8:30 to 10 a.m., beginning at South Hall, S221.
n ISSA Hygieia Network Awards Reception, on Tuesday, November 19 —
All ISSA Show attendees are invited to this event that includes award presentations,
a keynote address and networking opportunities, with complimentary food and
beverage. Hygieia is an ISSA Charity, dedicated to the advancement and retention
of women in all branches of the cleaning industry. The event takes place from 5:30
to 7 p.m. at Bellagio’s Monet Ballroom. Bus transportation will be provided, departing the Las Vegas Convention Center at 4:30 and 5 p.m. Attendees can RSVP
when they register or complete an online form.
n Evening Roundtable Discussions, on Wednesday, November 20 — The
event, which takes place from 7 to 10 p.m. at Bally’s Jubilee 1, includes expert advice from veteran cleaning professionals who will also answer attendee questions.
n ISSA Innovation Award Program Ceremony, on Thursday, November 21
— This ceremony is the culmination of the 10th annual ISSA Innovation Award
Program, where winners are recognized for their innovative cleaning products,
equipment and solutions. The Innovation of the Year Award will be announced at
1 p.m. in the Innovation Showcase, Booth 101.
n Specialty cleaning area and theater will be on the show floor at booth 3300,
featuring education sessions and exhibitors from the health care, residential and
restoration segments.
n Solve for X, at booth 2601, where “X” represents specific industry challenges
on which attendees will collaborate through unique peer-to-peer idea exchanges.
n The ISSA Sports Bar is a welcoming venue for attendees to network and

relax on the trade show floor.
n The International Pavilion and the Italian Pavilion will feature exhibitors
from more than 26 countries.
n First-Time Exhibitor Pavilion and Startup Village, featuring new companies to ISSA Show North America, such as technology-solution providers, safety
equipment suppliers and others representing commercial cleaning and adjacent
markets.
n Discounts available to attractions across the Las Vegas Strip, with a valid
ISSA Show North America 2019 trade show badge.

T

SPOTLIGHT SPEAKERS

he ISSA Show North America 2019 will include the following spotlight
speakers. They are:

n Mark Kamp, Marvelless Mark®, who will speak on “Opportunity
Rocks: Rock Star Performance Equals Rock Star,” from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.,

on Monday, November 18, at the South Hall, S221 — Those who attend will
learn to perform like a rock star in business, and in life, by learning the innovative
success principles of rock stars, along with some serious business content. The
four key principles that fuel rock-star success will also be discussed. This topic is
multigenerational, motivational and is delivered in a high-energy presentation
with rock-solid content and audience interaction.

n Kristen Hadeed, who is the guest speaker during this year’s ISSA Lunch
and Learn. Hadeed will speak on “Culture Eats Strategy for Breakfast.” The
event takes place in the South Hall, from 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., on Monday,
November 18— According to Hadeed, “It’s all about the culture. Whether people
spend their days flipping burgers, folding shirts, making sales calls or cleaning
toilets, trust, accountability and empowerment are key. If you create a culture
where those values are lacking, people will feel disengaged and dissatisfied. However, if you create a culture where those values are strong, then people will come
to work excited and go home feeling appreciated and fulfilled.”

Airx Spray N Go
Disinfectant Cleaner
2PSS
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n Mark Herbick and Tim Shea, guest
speakers during the “Mergers and Acquisitions in the Jan/San Sector” session. It will
take place in the South Hall, S221, from 9 to
10 a.m., on Wednesday, November 20 — According to ISSA, “Mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) activity in the jan/san sector is robust.
During this session, two M&A experts, specializing in cleaning and janitorial firms, will discuss
current market conditions, how to best capitalize
on them as a buyer or seller, and what the future
holds for M&A in the near-term.”

n Phil Duffy, Jon Hill, Nick Powley and
Greg Scott, who will discuss “Technology for
Tomorrow,” during a panel session in the
South Hall from 9 to 10 a.m., on Thursday,
November 21 — Technological advancements in
the cleaning industry seem to change daily. Attendees will discover the hurdles, both expected
and unexpected, that rapidly changing technological advancements create. The panel will discuss
how technology is changing for tomorrow — including floor robotics, diverse robotic platforms
and drone cleaning.
Visit www.issa.com/show and
www.issa.com/app to learn more about
registration information, events, list of
exhibitors and full activities during The ISSA
Show North America 2019, in Las Vegas.

T

ISSA ELECTS
2020 BOARD MEMBERS

he following individuals have been
elected to serve on the 2020 ISSA Board
of Directors, which will be led by incoming ISSA President Ken Bodie, of Kelsan Inc.
This includes:
• Vice President/President Elect: Steve
Lewis, Golden Star Inc.;
• Executive Officer: Brendan Cherry, Bobrick Washroom Equipment Inc.;
• Manufacturer Director: Christine Vickers
Tucker, Clorox Professional Products Co.;
• Distributor Director: Ailene Grego, Southeast Link; and,
• Director Canada: Amir Karim, Polykar.
The elections for open positions to the 2020
ISSA Board of Directors closed on July 26, 2019.
Continued on Page 18

POWER
TO GET THE JOB DONE.
No one starts a job to only get half done. Our Trojan
Floor Machine batteries deliver the same outstanding
power at the beginning of the job as they do at the end.
That’s charging forward.

Learn more about all of Trojan’s floor machine
batteries including our new Lithium Ion solutions.

Visit Us at
Booth #1760

trojanbat ter y.com

2019 ISSA SHOW SCHEDULE AT-A-GLANCE
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17

5:30-7 p.m.: ISSA Hygieia Network Awards Reception,
Bellagio’s Monet Ballroom.
5:30-7:30 p.m.: ISSA Canada Night, Bally’s Jubilee Ballroom.

Noon-5 p.m.: Exhibitor & Attendee Registration, South Hall.
7-10 p.m.: IEHA, Division of ISSA, Members’ Reception,
Bally’s Skyview 5 & 6.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18

6:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.: Exhibitor & Attendee Registration, South Hall.
8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.: ISSA Education Sessions, South Hall.
9:30-10:30 a.m.: ISSA Spotlight Speaker: Marvelless Mark®,
South Hall, S221.
11:45 a.m.-1 p.m.: ISSA Lunch and Learn, South Hall.
7-9 p.m.: ISSA Welcome Reception, Bally’s Skyview 5 & 6.

7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Exhibitor & Attendee Registration, South Hall.
7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.: Certification Workshops, South Hall.
9-10 a.m.: Mergers and Acquisitions in the
Jan/San Sector Session, South Hall, S221.

10 a.m.-5 p.m.: ISSA TRADE SHOW FLOOR HOURS.
10:15 a.m.-5 p.m.: ISSA Education Sessions on
the Trade Show Floor, Central Hall.
7-10 p.m.: Evening Roundtable Discussions, Bally’s Jubilee 1.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19

6:30 a.m.-5 p.m.: Exhibitor & Attendee Registration, South Hall.
8 a.m.-5 p.m: Certification Workshops, South Hall.
8:30-10 a.m.: Attendee Orientation & Trade Show Floor Tours,
South Hall, S221.
8:30-10:30 a.m.: ISSA Education Sessions, South Hall.
8:45-9:45 a.m.: ISSA General Business Meeting,
Central Hall, N246/N250.

10 a.m.-5 p.m.: ISSA TRADE SHOW FLOOR HOURS.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21

8 a.m.-2 p.m.: Exhibitor and Attendee Registration, South Hall.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.: Certification Workshops, South Hall.
9-10 a.m.: Technology for Tomorrow Panel Session, South Hall.

10 a.m.-2 p.m.: ISSA TRADE SHOW FLOOR HOURS.

10:15 a.m.-5 p.m.: ISSA Education Sessions on
the Trade Show Floor, Central Hall.

10:30 a.m.-2 p.m.: ISSA Education Sessions
on the Trade Show Floor, Central Hall.
1-1:30 p.m.: ISSA Innovation Award Program Ceremony
and Reception, Central Hall, Booth 101.

Visit Maintenance Sales News At ISSA Booth 2215

It’s Time for a Change.

Revitalize your sales by presenting customers with something new and fresh from
Berk International. Whether it’s the superior softness of the EdenSoft® towel and
tissue line, the incredible absorbency of PROformance® DRC heavy-duty shop
towels, or the unmatched performance of Berk’s innovative specialty wipes,
customers recognize Berk brands as the premier brands of choice.

Contact a sales rep today 610.369.0600 | Toll Free: 866.222.BERK
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www.berkwiper.com
Visit us at the ISSA Show
Nov 18th, Las Vegas, Booth 3627

CLOGGED
TOILETS
BECOMING
A PROBLEM?
FINALLY, THE SOLUTION TO
REDUCE TOILET CLOGGING
9" AT A TIME
A first to the North American market: The Titan® Bold Auto-Cut Bathroom
Tissue dispenser functions like a Mechanical Roll Towel dispenser by
dispensing individual 9" sheets, reducing both the risk of toilet clogging
and excessive tissue waste.

krugerproducts.com/afh
© 2019, ® Registered and ™ Trademarks of Kruger Products L.P.

Visit ISSA booth 3735 or krugerproducts.com/afh for more information.

ISSA Show North America 2018:

Continued From Page 14

Returning ISSA Board Members

In addition to Bodie, returning from the 2019
board to serve in the following positions on the 2020
board are:
• Past President/International Director: Paul
Goldin, Avmor Ltd.;
• Secretary: Roman Chmiel, Scrub Inc.;
• Treasurer: Jim Chittom Jr., Roman Chemical

Corp.;
• Latin America Council Chair: Mauricio Chico
Cañedo, Distribuidora Lava Tap, S.A. de C.V.;
• Europe Council Chair: Michel de Bruin,
Greenspeed BV;
• Distributor Directors: Paul Barrett, North
American Corp., and Nick Morris, Western Paper
Distributors Inc.;
• Manufacturer Directors: Tom Friedl, Hospeco,
and Andy Clement, Kimberly-Clark Professional;
• Manufacturer Representatives Director: John

Beers, Wind Associates; and,
• BSC Director: Matt Vonachen, Vonachen
Group.

ISSA Outgoing Board Members
The following individuals completed their service
on the board in 2019: Ted Stark III, Dalco Enterprises Inc.; Mark Bevington, NSS Enterprises Inc.;
Harry Dochelli, Essendant; Peter Farrell, Citron
Hygiene LP; and, Terry Neal, Impact Products LLC.
ISSA invites all members to personally greet the
new board members when they
officially take office during the
ISSA General Business Meeting. The event is scheduled to
start at 8:45 a.m. on November
19, at Central Hall, Rooms
N246/N250.

I

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1567
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ISSA Unveils
2019 Achievement
Award Winners

SSA has announced its 2019
Achievement Awards honorees, who will be recognized during The ISSA Show
North America 2019.
The Jack D. Ramaley Industry Distinguished Service
Award will be presented to Jay
R. Vonachen, founder of
Vonachen Group; and the Manufacturer Representatives’
Distinguished Service Award
will be presented to Bill Hemann, vice president of sales
and marketing for HOSPECO.
“It is a true honor to present
these two awards to some of the
most hard-working, professional and innovative leaders in
the industry,” ISSA Executive
Director John Barrett said. “The
ISSA Show brings together
those who prioritize innovation
and change the way the world
views cleaning. Both Vonachen
and Hemann are true examples
of what it means to succeed in
this industry.”
The Jack D. Ramaley Industry Distinguished Service Award
honors individuals with 10 years
of industry experience who have
demonstrated outstanding service to the cleaning industry
through their innovation, professionalism, leadership, elevation
of industry standards, promotion of the association’s growth
and development, unselfish dedication without personal gain,
and emulation of the ISSA Code
of Ethics.
“Vonachen has dedicated his
career to helping organizations
prioritize cleanliness and image,
as well as training and mentoring individuals to set them up for

Destroy Snow and Ice... Nothing Else
Does Not Contain Harmful Calcium or Magnesium Chloride

Effective to -8˚F/-22˚C

Effective
fective to -20˚F/-32˚C

Safer Choice Approved
Meets U.S. EPA Safer Product Standards
epa.gov/saferchoice

Nonfood Compounds Program Listed
Superior Sno-N-Ice C1 131490
Premiere Ice Melter C1 131489

Industries

®

For information, please call 1.800.453.4931 or visit www.cpindustries.com
Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1960

success in the contract cleaning industry,” according
to ISSA.
The association added: “With 44 years of service
at HOSPECO, Hemann has earned a reputation as
a visionary leader who inspires with his hard work
and integrity. This makes him the ideal choice for
the winner of the ISSA Manufacturer Representatives’ Distinguished Service Award, which honors
individuals for significant contributions to the industry and ISSA, and who have been supportive of
manufacturer representatives.
“Over the course of his career, Hemann has contributed to HOSPECO’s growth in the away-fromhome market by diligently working in several
different departments and functional areas.”

ISSA CHARITIES AWARDS ITS
2019–2020 SCHOLARSHIPS

ISSA recently announced the recipients of the
ISSA Charities 2019-2020 Scholarship Awards.
This year, ISSA Charities awarded 47 scholarships,
totaling over $130,000. The scholarships are made
possible by the contributions of ISSA-member
companies and individuals.
“We are fortunate to be affiliated with so many
generous companies and individuals,” ISSA Charities Manager Tracy Weber said. “The donations we
receive from our members help further ISSA’s mission of advancing the cleaning industry by enriching the lives of the industry’s workforce.
“All of us, at ISSA, commend the recipients and
wish them the best in their scholastic endeavors.”
The ISSA Charities Scholarship Program has
helped individuals fulfill their dreams of higher education since 1988. The scholarships are open to
all employees of ISSA member companies, and
their immediate family members as well. Eligible
candidates are those entering or continuing studies

at a fully accredited four-year college or university,
majoring in whatever they desire. To learn more
about ISSA Charities, make a donation or provide
support, visit www.issacharities.org.
Scholarships are awarded based on merit, individual accomplishments and evidence of leadership. Those receiving awards and their company
affiliation (if any) are:
Great Lakes District Awards — Samantha T.
Greenfield, State Industrial Products; Rebekah G.
Moore, Impact Products;
Middle Atlantic District Awards — Kayla J.
Hutton, Acme Paper Co.; Kyle C. Krueger, no affiliation;
North Central District Awards — Greta M.
Garcia, Kleen Test Products; Jelena Pejovic, ABM;
Northeast District Awards — Kristen N. Gambardella, Building Maintenance Service LLC;
Matthew J. Soffer, Tri-K Industries Inc.;
South Central District Awards — Asia C.
Harden, United Laboratories Inc.; Ashley M.
Robinson, Windsor Building Services Inc.;
Georgia-Pacific Southeast District Award —
Abigail M. Cox, Amano Pioneer Eclipse Corp.;
Southeast District Award — Meghan M. Hines,
Atlanta MRO Supply;
Pacific Northwest District Awards — Tanner
S. Pemberton, United Laboratories Inc.; Emily E.
Yusen, Zep Inc.;
Pacific Southwest District Awards — Ryann E.
Woodson, Waxie Sanitary Supply; Kayla E. Widjaja, Maintex Inc.;
Edward Lane National Sanitary Supply Co.
Award — Kristen N. Gambardella, Building
Maintenance Service LLC;
Francis T. Callahan Award — Michael T. Fairley, LCS Facility Group;
GOJO Industries’ Jerome Lippman Award —
Kyra Behnfeldt, no affiliation;

Golden Star Inc.’s Leland Gradinger And
Earl C. Julo Award — Anna F. Darchini, BCB
Janitorial Supply;
Heeren Family Scholarship Award —Remy
M. Mathenia, Golden Star Inc.;
Hygieia Network Award — Sydney M. McDaniel, Diversey;
ISSA Canada Awards — Emma M. Armstrong,
Armstrong Manufacturing; Gabrielle B. FunkDorodoz, Sani Marc/Wood Wyant;
Jack D. Ramaley Award — Kristina G. Gorel,
C.C. Cleaning;
Jerome E. Rau Award — Emily M. Roder, no
affiliation;
Maintex/Silverman Award — Josue A. Baez,
Maintex Inc.;
Manufacturer Rep Award — Matthew J. Korodi, Mack Sales & Marketing;
NCL Alfred Pollack Memorial Scholarship
Award — Andrew Gambardella, Building Maintenance Service, LLC;
New England Sanitary Supply Association
Awards — Sydney N. Herzog, Imperial Dade;
Daniel J. Ventura, Simplex Janitorial Supplies;
Nyco/Robert J. And Mary Ann Stahurski
Awards — Chris D. Capalbo, C’s Home & Office
Management Inc.; Haley R. Capalbo, C’s Home &
Office Management Inc.;
Richards H. Jarden Scholarship Award —
Evan M. Penrod, Spartan Chemical Co.;
Roger & Victoria Parrott Awards — Connor
A. Settem, Global Building Services Inc.; Brooke
A. Settem, Global Building Services Inc.;
Southern California Sanitary Supply Association Award — Aidan P. Leahy, Kimberly-Clark
Corp.;
Spartan Chemical Co.’s E.T. Swigart Award
— Krista G. Lopez, Supplyworks;
Spartan Chemical IEHA Award — Gregory
Gardner, Duke University;
SSWA Scholarship Award —
Allison L. Siekierski, RJ Schinner;
TEC Products SSWA Jacob &
Bob Holtzman Award — Lydia
M. Rose, Cascades Tissue Group;
Waxie Enterprises Inc.’s Morris & Jeannette Wax Award —
Savanah M. Sparley, Waxie Sanitary Supply;
Waxie Sanitary Supply’s
Lydia Work Award — Charlene
K. Raspur, Waxie Sanitary Supply;
and,
Zucker/Uhrman Awards —
Morgan R. Brown, State Industrial
Products; Cole T. Caleo, State Industrial Products; Kyle O. Dorr,
State Industrial Products; and, Ella
V. Strickradt, State Industrial Products.

Visit

Maintenance
Sales News
Magazine
at ISSA Booth #2215
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Powerful ERP Mobility & eCommerce Make
Competing Amidst Giants Easy for NYC Distributor
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“When (DDI System) told us we’d see a Return
on Investment, I didn’t realize it would happen
so quickly. Inform has made everything we
do more precise and has given us the
opportunity to maximize everything we do.”
- Jorge Salcedo, To Rise Supplies
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Left to right are General Manager Jerry Swigert,
owner/President Mary Ann Swigert, Vice President
Laura Magrath and Sales Manager Shawn Magrath.

“We do a good job of
understanding, communicating
and working with customers, while
getting to know their needs. Many
of our competitors are very much
focused on price. With us, it is
more about quality, customer
service and maintaining
relationships based on trust.”
— Southwest Chemical Vice President Laura Magrath

By Rick Mullen, MSN Associate Editor

O

ffering a wide variety of products in such
categories as jan/san supplies, skin and
personal care, food service, facilities and
grounds, janitorial equipment and office supplies,
Southwest Chemical Company and Restaurant
Supply, of Lawton, OK, not only services the
Lawton area and nearby U.S. Army post Fort Sill,
but also customers worldwide.
In addition to Fort Sill, the company’s customer
base includes restaurants, government entities,
schools, factories, casinos and more.
“We also have a large showroom that is open to
the public,” said Southwest Chemical Vice President Laura Magrath, during a recent interview
with Maintenance Sales News. “Everyone is welcome at our store. You don’t have to be a business
owner to come in and shop.”
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Lawton, located in southwestern Oklahoma, about 87
miles southwest of Oklahoma City, is the county seat
of Comanche County. The city’s estimated population
is 92,859, according to the most recent United States
census estimates.
“We are pretty centrally located. We are not too far
from Dallas, TX (about a three-hour drive),” Magrath
said. “Interstate 35 runs between Dallas and Oklahoma
City, and we are a little bit west of there. It is just as easy
for us to ship to the east coast as it is the west coast.
“Lawton has five large factories, including the largest
producing tire plant in the world. We also have a
wildlife refuge here that is kind of a secret.
“We offer free delivery anywhere in the Lawton/ Fort
Sill area. We go as far north as Anadarko, OK, as far
east as Duncan, OK, and as far west as Altus, OK. Our
customers love the free deliveries.”

24-Case

PROGRAM

“We are delving into the office supplies category...
we are having to broaden our horizons in that way.”

U

LAWTON, FORT SILL GO HAND-IN-HAND

.S. Army post Fort Sill, adjacent to Lawton, is extremely important to
the economic well-being of the city, and is an important Southwest
Southwest Chemical puts four trucks on the road from its 30,000-square-foot
Chemical customer.
warehouse Monday through Friday, making same-day deliveries.
“Fort Sill is the largest artillery post in the world,” Magrath said. “If you
“We started out doing afternoon deliveries, but it has become more of an allknow or encounter an Army vet, chances are he/she trained at Fort Sill.”
day operation,” Magrath said. “For example, Tuesday afternoon is dedicated to
According to www.military.com, “Fort Sill’s mission is to train artillery solFort Sill and Friday morning is dedicated to the west side of town.”
diers and train them well. To do that, they are trained day and night to put ‘steel
on target.’ Fort Sill’s three-pronged
approach to training and preparedness makes it one of the best training posts in the Army. It is
comprised of the Field Artillery
School, the primary training facility
for field artillery soldiers and
Marines worldwide; the Field Artillery Training Center, home of
basic combat, one-station unit
training, and advanced individual
training; and is the largest field artillery complex in the free world.”
The 94,000-acre fort was built
during the Indian Wars of the late
1800s. Today it is one of four Army
basic training sites, in addition to
Fort Benning, GA; Fort Jackson,
SC; and Fort Leonard Wood, MO.
“Lawton and Fort Sill go handin-hand. The past is so important to
us,” Magrath said. “In 2014, Southwest Chemical was the only jan/san
company to receive a GSA (General Services Administration) contract in the state of Oklahoma.
“There are several benefits to
NOW TWO GREAT DEODORIZING
having
a GSA contract. The stanTECHNOLOGIES IN ONE UNIT!
dard operating procedure for any
government entity is to first look to
see if it can get its products from a
company with a GSA contract. That
is huge for Southwest Chemical.
“Governmental entities are going
to look at us first. It allows us to
conduct business with any branch
of the United States government
anywhere in the world, and not just
here at Fort Sill.”
Magrath said winning a GSA conActivator 500
HG 1500 Hydroxyl
Tornado Ozone Generator
tract was a long, tedious process that
took more than two years to complete.
“We are really proud of having a
GSA contract,” Magrath added. “The
cool thing is, because of our GSA
Our entire line of ozone and hydroxyl deodorizers are designed, engineered and
contract, we have sold jan/san prodassembled in the USA
ucts to U. S. embassies, federal prisons, and even the FBI and Quantico.
With over 30 years combined experience in ozone and hydroxyl technology, we are
“A few months ago, one of our
proud to have become the most recognized and trusted brands in our industry.
shipments arrived at the United
States Naval Academy in Annapolis, but the Academy wouldn’t let
the truck enter. So, we had to call
Newaire
The Ozone Experts
our contact there. It turns out secuPlugin
9483 State Hwy 37,
rity was tight because of the late
Series I
Ogdensburg, NY 13669
Sen. John McCain’s funeral.
“It is interesting. Here we are in
little Lawton, OK, and we are selling to the United States Naval
Academy. Furthermore, the United
State’s embassy in Brazil and dig-

ONE

SHOP
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1-877-646-9663 • www.OzoneExperts.com
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nitaries in Washington, D.C., are using our products. So that is pretty cool for us
as a small family business. We can do these things because of the GSA contract.”
Recently, family-owned and operated Southwest Chemical was named Lawton/Fort Sill’s “Business of the Year” by the Lawton/Fort Sill Chamber of Commerce. It was the first time a janitorial supply business received that honor in
the city of Lawton.
“Being named ‘Business of the Year’ had a lot to do with the fact that Southwest has been in business since 1950,” Magrath said. “As a result, we are pretty
well-known in Lawton. It all goes back to customer service. We do a good job
of understanding, communicating and working with customers, while getting
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to know their needs. Many of our competitors are very much focused on price
— what is the cheapest. With us, it is more about quality, customer service and
maintaining relationships based on trust. Customers trust that we are looking
out for their best interest.”

I

GOING ON 70 YEARS IN BUSINESS

n 1950, Southwest Chemical Company was founded in Lawton by Neil
and Mary Grace Ashlock, owner Mary Ann Swigert’s parents, and Magrath’s grandparents. The new business specialized in paper products and
janitorial equipment and supplies.
The company rapidly grew out of its
first building and moved to a facility
located near a railroad, making it
available for large shipments to be delivered by rail. During that time,
restaurant equipment and supplies
were added to the company’s offerings, which has carried on to today.
“We have found facilities don’t
just need cleaning and paper products, but they also need things for
their break room like paper plates,
styrofoam cups, etc.,” Magrath said.
“In fact, we have the capability to design entire commercial kitchens for
customers, which we have done.
“Now, we are delving into the office
supplies category. That is something
new for Southwest Chemical. We are
finding out how big that segment is.
We have expanded into this channel to
be able to compete with the large retailers that are now selling jan/san. We
are having to broaden our horizons in
that way.”
Due to urban renewal, Southwest
Chemical Company was again forced
to move to make way for a shopping
mall. In making that move, the company’s current location was purchased.
The site has significance to the
Ashlock family as it had once been the
address of Ozmun & Company, a
wholesale grocer owned by Mary
Grace Ashlock’s father, Leo Ozmun.
With the death of Neil Ashlock in
1969, Mary Grace Ashlock continued
to operate the company with her three
daughters until her death in 2005. The
company carried on with her daughter,
Mary Ann Swigert, assuming the
ownership, after purchasing the company from her sisters. She now runs
the company with the help of her husband, General Manager Jerry
Swigert.
“This business means the world to
me. I’ve been in it since the 1950s as
a little 6-year-old girl,” said Mary Ann
Swigert, who is also the company’s
president. “We have to be ever mindful of how blessed we have been in
this business. Running a business in
1950 was very different from today. I
trust my family members to know
what direction we need to go.
“We are committed to keeping up
with the changing times. It is a very

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1049

special place, and that is why we strive so hard to keep it going.”
Magrath and her husband, Sales Manager Shawn Magrath, joined the business in 2007.
“We are celebrating our 70th anniversary next year, which is a big deal for
us,” Laura Magrath said. “We are a female owned company, and have been
since Neil Ashlock died in 1969.
“In a small family business, each member has to juggle many responsibilities.
Mary Ann Swigert, as president and owner, handles accounts payable, human
resources, accounting and day-to-day business operations.

“I also wear many hats, including sales, purchasing, marketing, website/ecommerce, collections and inventory management.
“Jerry Swigert, as the general manager, services all machines and equipment.
In addition, he is the company’s floor care expert.
“Shawn Magrath handles the majority of the sales, and is also responsible
for executing and maintaining our GSA contract.”
Southwest Chemical has two employees who are not family members, Warehouse Manager Jack Barker, and delivery driver Joe Mitchell, who are both
veterans of the U.S. Army.
“We have found it is hard to delegate responsibilities outside the
family,” Magrath said. “We just
have to be very selective about who
we hire and train. Outside of our
family, we have found that hiring
veterans has worked really well.
Veterans have a very good work
ethic and discipline they received
through their military training. One
of our larger, newer customers was
in the store recently, and when he
saw our warehouse manager, he
turned to me and said, ‘He used to
be my platoon sergeant,’ which we
loved hearing.”
Magrath reported that business
has been “steady and busy.”
“We are starting to focus more on
e-commerce and that is broadening
our business,” Magrath said. “We
are getting orders from all over the
United States through our website.
We revamped it recently to be more
user friendly.”
Southwest Chemical is expanding
its focus into the e-commerce arena
to compete with big box stores and
online retailers that are crossing over
into the jan/san segment.
“Amazon has its own line of private label paper products and they
are enticing businesses to buy their
products. So, we have to find ways
to compete on that large e-commerce level,” Magrath said. “We
have recently revamped our website,
and put a lot of effort into it to try to
stay competitive in that arena. I’m
not saying we are going to be Amazon, but we have to try to compete.
“We have had our own private
label items since the beginning. We
just have to be competitive with our
products and get our name and website out there. We also have a Facebook page. We are striving to stay
relevant to the new generations.”

O

CUSTOMER SERVICE
GIVES SOUTHWEST
CHEMICAL AN EDGE
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ne of the strategies some
distributors use in competing with the big boxes and
online retailers is to emphasize they
can offer value-added services that
the competition cannot, or is not
willing to provide.
Such is the case at Southwest

More choices. Less waste.

With our large assortment of efficient waste-reducing dispensers and our massive
lineup of paper options to choose from, we have a solution for any business.
Call today to speak with one of our knowledgeable representatives.

Phone: 888.288.7907

www.nittanypaper.com

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #2301

Chemical, which prides itself in stellar customer service on several fronts. That
includes offering quality products and training for customers, equipment sales
and repairs, inventory management, the ability to order online on the company’s
website, and more.
“For some of our competitors, a lot of times it is all about price. We realize
price is important in this day and age for everyone. However, there is a lot of
truth in the phrase, ‘Buy cheap and buy often,’” Magrath said. “At Southwest
Chemical, it is more about the quality of the products, making sure customers
have the right items to meet their needs. We don’t want them to waste money
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having to buy more and more of the cheaper products. We try to not always be
about who is the cheapest. We just try to focus on having the best products
and motivating customers to keep coming back because of our emphasis
on quality.”
Furthermore, Southwest Chemical’s sales, customer service and delivery personnel work hard to keep connected to customers, making sure they are receiving the high quality service for which the company is known.
“We routinely check on customers,” Magrath said. “We want to make sure
our customers’ dispensers are working properly and that they understand the
products. In addition, we strive to
make sure customers’ staffs are well
trained in using the products. We are
looking out for what is in their best
interest, which, in turn, is in our best
interest. Quality customer service
results in customer loyalty.
“Once we earn a customer’s
trust, he/she will remain loyal to
Southwest. We are very customer
service oriented. It is the key to
maintaining a small business in
this day and age.”
One popular value-added service
Southwest Chemical provides is
helping customers manage their
cleaning products inventory.
“If a customer allows us, we will
keep track of his/her’s supply closet.
We have several accounts that we do
that for on a regular basis,” Magrath
said. “We will determine what customers need, and then send them the
products, which makes it really easy
for them.
“We have a whole book of customers who trust us, because we
take care of them. We even have
some who trust us with their credit
card numbers.”
When it comes to training for customers, Southwest Chemical has the
expertise to help in several areas.
“For example, our school system
customers have many locations with
all their different schools. If they
want training for their custodial
crews, we absolutely have the capability to teach them,” Magrath said.
“If customers want to learn how to
use equipment, we go to their site to
train.”
In addition, for customers who are
interested, Southwest Chemical’s
manufacturers’ sales reps will help
in conducting training seminars on
particular subjects, Magrath said.
Under the direction of Jerry
Swigert, who is an expert in floor
care, Southwest’s reps are not afraid
to roll up their sleeves and show
customers how to perform such
tasks as stripping a floor.
“We will show customers how to
take care of their floors, and hope
they will continue to buy products
from us,” Magrath said. “Everyday
we have people come into the showroom and ask us how to strip a floor
or other aspects of floor care. For
example, on a daily basis, we help

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1149

Family owned and operated,
Southwest Chemical Company and
Restaurant Supply services the Lawton,
OK, area, nearby U.S. Army post Fort Sill
and customers worldwide.
Left to right are
General Manager Jerry Swigert,
owner/President Mary Ann Swigert,
Vice President Laura Magrath and
Sales Manager Shawn Magrath.

Since 1969 DUST WAND has played a starring role keeping schools,
hospitals, homes, hotels, airports, even theatres, clean and healthy.
healthy
And Lambskin Specialties has designed, developed, created and offers
a full cast of dust control products and cleaning accessories
from wall to wall and floor to ceiling.
ceiling

www.lambskin.com
toll free: 800-665-0202
email: info@lambskin.com
Visit Us At ISSA Booth #947
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customers understand what type of finish
would be best for them.”
Southwest Chemical’s delivery service
is also another important aspect of customer service, that the big boxes and online retailers often cannot match.
For example, the distributor’s delivery
drivers are well-versed in the products they
deliver. Drivers are able to handle accounts’ questions, and, if they don’t know
the answer, will contact the office to get the
customer the information he/she is seeking.
“They know everything about installing
dishwasher and paper towel dispensers,”
Magrath said. “Our delivery drivers
know all about servicing accounts, so
it is just not the sales manager who is
interacting with customers.”
Indeed, it is often the case that customers see a distribution company’s drivers more than any other employees.
“As our customers see drivers quite often,
we make sure they are educated and that
they represent the company well,” Magrath
said. “They are veterans and have a great
work ethic. If customers want something
stocked in a supply closet or put on a shelf,
our drivers will do that for them. We don’t
just drop deliveries at the front door. That is
all part of the customer service we offer.”
Furthermore, when a customer visits the
Southwest Chemical showroom and buys
products, company employees will carry
the purchase out to his/her vehicle.
“We don’t expect the customer to carry
heavy boxes. We take care of them in that
way,” Magrath said.
Southwest Chemical’s customer service
efforts also extend to its equipment repair
operation.
“Jerry (Swigert) services the machines.
We stand behind our commercial equipment,” Magrath said. “We are open to repairing equipment that wasn’t purchased from
us, in the hope the next time a customer buys
equipment, he/she will buy from us.
“In addition, we call on accounts to make
sure their equipment is working properly. If
customers need help — maybe they are not
sure which pad to put on a buffer, or what
finish might be best for them, etc. — we are
willing and able to provide that service.
Again, it all boils down to customer service.”
While the movement to “green” products hasn’t caught on in Southwest Chem-

INTRODUCING THE TITAN® BOLD DISPENSING LINE
The Ultimate Washroom® Collection continues to turn heads with its striking line up of Roll Towel and JBT dispensers. With ultra-modern,
edgeless design and a gleaming black sheen, Titan® Bold innovates as it captivates. The Electronic Hybrid Roll Towel dispenser provides
dual functionality with an ADA-compliant back-up mechanical lever and runs on extensive battery life, and the Smooth-Cut Roll Towel
dispenser ensures effortless, clean-cut dispensing every time. An exciting first to North America, the Auto-Cut JBT dispenser dispenses
individual 9" sheets to reduce excessive tissue waste and virtually eliminate toilet clogging. The Titan® Bold proprietary line of dispensers
reimagines what a washroom can be.

1-800-665-5610
krugerproducts.com/afh
Visit ISSA booth 3735 or krugerproducts.com/afh for more information.

© 2019, ® and TM Registered Trademark of Kruger Products L.P.

ical’s service area as much as in other parts of the country, there are customers
who are interested in cleaning for health, safety and sustainability.
“We have several manufacturers that offer green products that we are able
to supply for customers,” Magrath said. “We have a factory in town, which we
supply, that can only buy green products.
“Green products are not that popular in this neck of the woods, as of yet,
but we are ready and able to supply them if that is what a customer wants.”

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #3821
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MILLENNIAL BUYERS CHANGING
THE WAY SALES ARE CONDUCTED

hile Southwest Chemical currently does not have any millennial
staff members, the company must deal with millennial buyers, who
often conduct business differently from their older counterparts.
That is especially true when it comes to interactions with sales reps.
“Millennials often don’t have
the time to do things the oldfashioned way,” Magrath said.
“They want and expect immediate results, and want things
done quickly and efficiently.”
Millennials also favor communicating differently from
their baby boomer colleagues.
“We have found they like to
communicate by email, text,
etc. — it is everything electronic with them. That is another reason we have been
working so hard on our website,
because that is how millennials
want to buy,” Magrath said.
“On the website, we have the
ability to set up customer accounts, much like the big online
retailers. That allows millennial
customers to keep track of their
pricing, past orders, account
balances, etc., all online.
“So, we are making it easier
for millennials who would
rather point and click than pick
up the phone and call.”
The old way of selling,
where a salesperson sits across
from a buyer and communicates face-to-face, is rapidly
changing. There again, many
millennials prefer communicating electronically.
“If a buyer says, ‘I would
rather you email me,’ we will
email him/her,” Magrath said. “If
that is the way a buyer wants to
do business, we are not going to
force him/her to sit down faceto-face with a sales person.”
Another trait of millennial
buyers is they tend to research
products online before making a
decision to buy. Sometimes, a
product or piece of machinery
they have settled upon may not
be the best for their situation. In
communicating with buyers,
Southwest Chemical’s product
and equipment experts are able
to help with such decisions.
“We can make suggestions
such as, ‘This product might be
better for you.’ A buyer may
want a name brand product,
with which he/she is familiar,
but we might have something
on our private label that will do
a better job, and cost a lot less,”
Magrath said.
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THOUGHTS ON CHALLENGES, FUTURE

agrath said the biggest challenge facing Southwest Chemical
is dealing with the many competitors coming into the Lawton
market.
“We get it from every angle. We get competitors coming up from Texas.
We get competitors coming in from Oklahoma City,” she said. “Also, there
are the e-commerce competitors — the Amazons of the world — competition seems to come from every direction. We have to differentiate ourselves,
and that is why our customer service efforts are so important.”

The fierce competition with online retailors is a major reason why Southwest Chemical is ramping up its e-commerce capabilities.
“Again, the revamping of our website is to make it easier for people to
buy from us, rather than the competition,” Magrath said. “In addition to ecommerce development, we are always trying to find new products to offer
that will help us remain competitive. We attend the ISSA Show North
America every couple of years to meet new manufacturer reps. We keep
the door open to new possibilities. We are committed to keeping up with
the changing times. We are adapting so we can remain current.”
Magrath attributes Southwest Chemical’s successful journey in the distribution segment for
going on 70 years to the
hard work and dedication
of the many family members who have been involved in the business
over the years.

“We keep the door
open to new
possibilities.
We are committed
to keeping up with
the changing
times.”
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“It has always been a
family business with all
of us wearing many
hats. We all know we
have to do multiple jobs,
not just one,” Magrath
said. “Also, the GSA contract has helped our business considerably. It has
helped us branch out
from Lawton and conduct
business all over the
world. With the help of
our website, that is our intention moving forward.
“Yes, we are going to
continue to service our
area in southwest Oklahoma, but we are open to
the whole world. We can
drop ship anywhere. You
have to keep going as a
small business. You
have to grow and adapt
and keep up with the
times.”
The close proximity to
Fort Sill is another reason
Magrath is optimistic
about the future of Southwest Chemical, as well as
the entire Lawton area.
“I would hate to see
anything happen to Fort
Sill. I don’t think it will,
since it is the largest artillery post in America,”
she said. “Lawton is a
great place to live. It is
doing well. There are lots
of factories and casinos. It
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(Left) Customers and the general public are welcome to shop in Southwest Chemical’s showroom, where they can also receive professional advice about floor care.
(Center) Warehouse Manager Jack Barker operates a forklift in the company’s warehouse. (Right) Driver Joe Mitchell prepares to embark on his delivery route.

is growing. I just see it continuing in that direction.
“When I go to ISSA and see all the new and innovative things that are
going on in our industry, it just makes me very optimistic about the industry
as a whole.
“The good thing about our industry is it is always going to be needed.
Everyone needs paper products. Everyone needs to keep their facilities and

houses clean. Hospitals need to disinfect. That is not going to change. I see
our industry is here to stay, and it is very much needed. I would definitely
suggest that people consider a career in distribution.”
Contact: Southwest Chemical Company & Restaurant Supply,
1 SW C Ave., Lawton, OK 73501.
Phone: 580-355-5926. Toll free: 877-355-5926.
Email: swchemco@sbcglobal.net. Website: www.swchemicalco.com.
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By Harrell Kerkhoff
Maintenance Sales News Editor

ducational sessions and workshops will be in abundance during The ISSA
Show North America 2019, scheduled for November 18-21, at the Las
Vegas Convention Center, in Las Vegas, NV.
Session topics for this year’s event include how to build a self-motivated workforce, marketing in the digital age, best hiring practices, maximizing sales results
through proper management, selling strategies for today’s disruptive distributor
reality — and much more.
Maintenance Sales News Magazine recently spoke with six educational session
speakers who will appear at this year’s ISSA Show. The objective is to learn more
about the type of educational opportunities available for attendees.

S

WINNING SELLING STRATEGIES

elling in today’s business world can be both challenging and rewarding.
Modern sellers need all of the help they can get when trying to reach, and
successfully have a relationship with, potential and existing clients. Providing such help during the 2019 ISSA Show will
be Jim Pancero, of Jim Pancero, Inc.,
“The best way
(www.pancero.com).
to retain new
He will speak on “Winning Selling Strateinformation is to
gies For Today’s Disruptive Sales Realities.” The session is scheduled for 1:15 to 2
immediately
p.m. on Monday, November 18.
start using
According to Pancero, many of today’s
competitors within the jan/san industry have that information.”
grown to become effective selling pros with a
—Jim Pancero
solid set of existing customers, offering
proven products at very competitive prices.
Meanwhile, non-traditional competitors also continue to gain market share in the
cleaning segment.
As a salesperson, Pancero said, it’s important to ask oneself, “Am I really working on the right things that will actually grow my sales and profitability?” That is
an important question because, “just being ‘good’ is no longer good enough.”
During his ISSA Show presentation, Pancero will share the best steps sales representatives can take to lead their sales teams when building, and then maintaining,
a stronger competitive advantage — even in today’s disruptive markets.
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Pancero will also provide a detailed workbook/action guide to help attendees
take key ideas back to their sales teams.
“This program is aimed at member owners and senior managers, focusing on
how and why their teams’ selling efforts continue to face more competition and
challenges,” Pancero said. “I will then offer specific steps that they can take with
their teams to strengthen current customer relationships, market key positions and
build on new business prospecting efforts.”
Detailed “how to” instructions will be included in each attendee’s workbook
and distributed either on paper or electronically.
“Overall, participants of the session will learn how, as sales leaders, they can
increase the skills and focus of their teams,” Pancero said.
The 2019 ISSA Show will mark the 21st time that Pancero has given a presentation during the annual convention, starting in 1991.
“My goal, while presenting a seminar at ISSA, is to provide attendees with
a new awareness and the latest skills that they can use with their own sales
teams,” Pancero said. “The cleaning industry is one of today’s most competitive
fields. The only way to gain market share and
profitability in such a hyper-competitive market is by doing a better job than your competitors, by being more proactive to initiate new
ideas that benefit customers, and knowing the
best skills necessary to maintain and grow
solid client relationships.
“The world is too complex today — and moving too fast — to figure all of this on your own.”
Pancero also shared three essential tips to
help people improve their “stickability” of
pertinent information while attending any
ISSA educational event. They are:
n “Decide which ideas have the greatest
potential of positively impacting your team.
The reality is, you cannot implement all that
you have learned at these content-intensive
Jim Pancero
training opportunities.
n “Make sure you really understand the
ideas that were shared. One of the major positives of ISSA is that the association
records all educational presenters. That allows you to relisten to the presentations
which are of the greatest value to you and/or your company.
n “And finally, take good ideas back to your team. If appropriate, have all team
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members listen to the presentations that had the most impact on you. Meet with
your team and discuss how they can best implement the new ideas of interest.
“The best way to retain new information is to immediately start using that information.”
MANAGING FOUR GENERATIONS

T

oday’s workplace can include members of four distinct generations: “baby
boomers,” “gen xers,” “millennials” and members of “generation z.” With
this diversity, the question remains, how can people of different ages and
ways of doing things not only get along, but make a company more productive?
Generational expert Jeff Butler, of JButler International (www.jeffjbutler.com),
will address that topic during his session titled, “Managing Four Generations
In The Workplace,” from 10:45 to 11:30
a.m. on Monday, November 18. A millennial himself, Butler has experienced first
hand today’s competition and challenges of

“When you think you
understand something
completely, that is
when you have reached
a point where you need
to learn more.”
— Jeff Butler

recruiting, attracting and retaining top talent.
“The synopsis of my presentation is, ‘How
do you, as an employer or employee, work
Jeff Butler
well with people of different age groups —
whether it’s young people starting out to those who are near retirement? How do
you get people from different experiences in life on the same page, foster relationships and move toward a common goal or mission?’” Butler said.
He added that this educational session will be particularly informative and helpful for those people who are leaders within a company, and who are in charge of
people with large age variances — all trying to work together.
“I will be touching on generational myths and exposing false information, as
well as how to build a framework of success that works with any age group and
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any individual background,” Butler said. “The main objective is to foster a positive work culture.”
Having started three companies while in his 20s, Butler said he has developed
an extensive working knowledge of employment practices that includes psychological research. He has also traveled to many locations throughout the world,
helping organizations with different workplace challenges.
“I have worked within many different industries, diving into the psychology of
people as they work together as a team — no matter the background or age,” Butler said. “The educational session that I will present at ISSA can work well for
any industry where different types of people must successfully work together.”
He added that the great benefit of attending educational sessions, such as those
presented at ISSA, is that attendees can learn from experts representing many specific fields, discussing strategies that have proven track records and actually work.
“Many of those experts have perhaps spent their entire careers focusing on one
particular type of problem, and have thus developed up-to-date research and insight on that problem,” Butler said. “That is why education is so important. It
keeps you fresh. When a person says, ‘I have it all figured out,’ that is when he/she
will start to decline. That person is missing out on what is ahead.”
To further make this point, Butler said that the fourth language his girlfriend
has learned is English.
“She always tells me that the more she learns English, the more she realizes
she doesn’t understand everything there is to know about her native language,
which is Spanish,” Butler said. “That is very similar to overall education. When
you think you understand something completely, that is when you have reached
a point where you need to learn more.
“My main goal is to help people build a work environment where employees
are enjoying what they do. Most of our lives are spent working, so why not be involved in an environment where people are thriving and enjoying their work?”

E

WHAT IS CLEAN? IS IT CLEAN?

veryone seems to have an opinion — or can offer a definition — of what
“clean” is. The problem is, just because something “looks clean” does not
mean it “actually is clean.”
Addressing that subject during a 2019 ISSA Show educational session will be
Lynn Webster, director of LWC Ltd. (www.lwc-ltd.co.uk), an independent cleaning consultancy based in the United Kingdom.
Webster’s presentation is titled, “What Is Clean? Is It Clean?” It’s scheduled
for 2:15 to 2:45 p.m. on Tuesday, November 19.
With 35 years of experience, Webster is recognized
for her expertise in the
cleaning and associated facilities industries, providing
independent, professional
support to a wide range of
organizations across health
care, retail, leisure, hospitality and education sectors.
She is also an ISSA Certification Experts (I.C.E.) consultant, providing support
to companies working toward CIMS (Cleaning Industry Management Standard) accreditation.
“‘What is clean?’ ‘Is it
clean?’ — Those two questions should be unavoidable,
regardless of where cleaning
fits in as it relates to a specific organization. However,
those two questions aren’t
always asked, because there
is an underlying assumption
that everyone will give the
same answer,” Webster said.
“I will address some of the
fundamental aspects of

defining ‘clean,’ and look into some ways in
“Incorporate a ‘to do list’ at the end of
which a person can measure ‘clean.’
each session, and then act on that list as
“I am very involved with cleaning audits in
the UK and other parts of Europe. This session
soon as possible when returning home.”
will provide some definitions and various ap— Lynn Webster
proaches to the meaning of ‘clean.’ It will explore the perceptions both clients and customers
Asked to address what she feels the main
have, and discuss ways in which successful cleaning can be measured.”
goal or goals should be while attending an
She noted that there are often disagreements between different stakeholders ineducational session, Webster said very often
volved in facility care when it comes to what “clean” really means.
people will take part in a seminar, learn
“It may well be that a service provider’s interpretation of ‘clean’ is different from
something new and important, but then fail
a client, who is complaining or not happy with the level of cleaning taking place.
to act when returning to work.
There may be a miscommunication involving various expectations of ‘clean,’” Web“There is a tendency for people to put all of
ster said. “There are also the perceptions of ‘clean’ to take in consideration among
the information they have written down or rethe facility’s actual occupants, those people living or working in a facility on a conceived, place it in a drawer or on a shelf, and
tinual basis.”
Lynn Webster
go back to their daily lives. They don’t do
One of the ultimate goals of this session, Webster added, is to help attendees
anything with what they have just learned,” Webster said. “If attendees don’t set
question whether or not they are truly delivering the best services possible, when
in motion what they have learned soon after they return home or work, the opit comes to cleaning.
portunity for enhancement
will be lost.
“It is therefore important
that people have a plan in
place, to make good use of
what they have learned and
found most relevant for their
future success. Incorporate a
‘to do list’ at the end of each
session, and then act on that
list as soon as possible when
returning home.
“I have also found success, while attending educational sessions myself, in
taking photos from my cellphone of slides that speakers show. After returning
home, going through those
photos helps me remember
what the speaker said, as opposed to taking a bunch of
notes. It also helps me to become a better listener, rather
than visually scribbling in a
note pad. I would rather engage directly with the presentation, helping me have a
better overview of the
knowledge being shared,”
she said. “Often, by the time
I have written everything
shared from a slide, the
speaker has gone on to the
next slide, and I have lost the
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2019 ISSA Seminars/Workshops:
Continued From Page 44

“There is a worldwide assumption that anyone can clean, but there is something far more important about cleaning properly. Knowledge and training are
invaluable for professional operatives in all cleaning sectors — from helping save
lives in a health care setting to providing safe educational establishments for children and young people — and for all other types of facilities, both at work and
socially,” she said. “There are far too many people who start out as housekeepers
or in other cleaning professions who have no actual knowledge, training or experience in cleaning itself. That is why education, training, certifications and true
knowledge are all so important.
“That all leads to the development of professionals who know how to clean
properly, meet the right standards and provide services the correct way. It gives
the cleaning profession much more credibility.”

W

ONLINE REVIEW MANAGEMENT

hile reputation management is imperative to any business, the positive
character behind a company is what will truly grow a loyal customer
base. Such advice will be part of the ISSA Show’s educational session,
“Online Reviews: Character vs. Reputation.” Attendees will also learn how to
foster an ongoing series of positive, organic online reviews, with proper context
involving not only the specific company, but its unique culture and character.
The session, which is applicable to all cleaning industry professionals, is scheduled for 11:15 to 11:45 a.m. on Wednesday, November 20. It will be presented
by Griffin Smith, co-founder of ReviewSpreader (www.reviewspreader.com) and
director of marketing at Becht Pride Commercial Cleaning.
“The main focus of this session concerns the overall online reputation of a company. However, the word ‘reputation’ has been tossed around loosely over the
years in the online marketing space. What is really important is the character behind a company’s reviews, helping its brand shine,” Smith said. “I will touch on
the fact that it’s not just about stacking your company with positive reviews, but
rather engaging with customers to receive valuable feedback. What you do with
that feedback is totally up to you, and your business.”
How to properly handle negative online reviews will also be addressed.
“Every business is going to receive a negative review from time to time. Even
the best companies get them, as there are always people who want to share bad

thoughts. Typically, customers aren’t going to leave a review unless they are really
happy or really mad,” Smith said. “A lot of times, those really mad people will
leave a bad review. What you want to do with that type of review is ‘kill them
with kindness.’ It’s also important to respond professionally, while burying those
bad reviews with more positive five-star reviews.”
For better retention during his session, Smith said he will provide slides highlighting key tips and links, allowing attendees to gather further information as it
pertains to online review management.
Smith said he has over 15 years of digital
marketing experience, which began with a
music marketing agency in Los Angeles, CA.

“A lot of times, really
mad people will leave a
bad review (online).
What you want to do with
that type of review is ‘kill
them with kindness.’”
— Griffin Smith

“That was my first endeavor with the online marketing world. I had also worked at
the corporate headquarters of Angie’s List,
Griffin Smith
in Indianapolis, IN, for several years. That
experience turned the ‘light bulb’ on for
me when it came on online reviews,” Smith said. “I saw firsthand the power
of online reviews, and how they can help a business. I wanted to broaden
that skill set and expand it into other verticals and channels. That is when I
co-started ReviewSpreader, where we help companies not only get positive
reviews on Angie’s List, but also on Google, Yelp, Facebook and all over
the web.
“I am happy to help companies with not only their online reviews, but also
a variety of other online marketing services.”
He added that education is all about knowledge, power and broadening
a person’s skill sets.
“The more a person learns and does, the better he/she will be,” Smith said. “I
am all for ongoing education,
whether it’s through courses, seminars and/or meeting with local networking groups. You can never gain
enough knowledge.”

What You Need When You Need It
Fast Track Shipping Across the US, from 3 Locations
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Atchison, KS

1 Day Shipping

Thomaston, GA

2 Day Shipping
3 Day Shipping

Contact Golden Star for more information on our full line of hard surface cleaning products.
Golden Star Inc. | 6445 Metcalf Avenue, Overland Park, KS 66202
www.goldenstar.com | 816.842.0233 | 800.821.2792
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THE IDEAL SALESPERSON

op performing salespeople
are a “rare commodity.”
The starting point for a successful sales team is to understand
what a top performing salesperson
looks like. What makes him/her
tick? What is the difference between a top performing salesperson and an average one? Why do
some salespeople make 10 times
the income of others, even though
they work in the same industry or
same company, and have the same
products or tools?
“Recognizing The ‘Ideal’
Salesperson” is the name of an
educational session presented by
E. Jeff Gardner, president of
Maximum Performance Group
(www.maximumperformancegroup.com). The session will take
place from 3 to 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday, November 19.
“When I lead workshops for

salespeople, I ask the question: ‘How many of you want to be average? Please
raise your hand.’ As you might guess, no one raises his/her hand. No one aspires
to be average; everyone would like to be a top performer or, at least, above average,” Gardner said. “And yet, there are thousands of average salespeople
working in the marketplace every single day.”
Main points that Gardner will discuss at this session include:
• Key characteristics and traits that separate top performing salespeople from
the average;
• The Sales Performance Equation — The four critical success factors that
drive sales results;
• How the Sales Performance Equation will help attendees better manage the
successes of their sales teams;
• How to implement a top performer analysis with a sales team; and,
• Understanding how “The Maximum Performance Difference” will help differentiate a business from its competition.
“Over the years, I have worked with, and trained, thousands of salespeople.
I get out ‘on the street’ and ‘on the phone,’ observing salespeople as they perform their jobs. I have worked with top performers, average and below average
salespeople,” Gardner said. “This workshop is for sales managers and business
leaders who are interested in improving the effectiveness of their sales teams,
as well as for salespeople who want to improve their own personal results.”
Gardner said he feels a good sales person is a rare commodity.
“I work with business owners all of the time and they tell me, ‘It’s a challenge
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“I tell people, when at a
conference, make it a
goal of meeting three
new people each day.
Have a conversation with
them, and learn about
their businesses.”
— E. Jeff Gardner

to find a good salesperson. Help me get
somebody who is talented.’ Part of the challenge is, they may not really know what they
are looking for,” he said. “This is not rocket
science, but the information I will share,
E. Jeff Gardner
such as through ‘The Sales Performance
Equation — The four critical success factors that drive sales results,’ helps
sales managers and business owners learn how to recognize, and work with,
top talent. I will provide a worksheet that helps them take a look at their current sales teams, determining who are their top performers, and what are
those performers’ skills, abilities and characteristics.
“I will also ask attendees of this session what I call a zero-based question:

‘If you had the opportunity to rehire a specific employee, would you do so?’
If the answer is ‘no,’ then maybe the employer should take a closer look at
that situation.”
Gardner said he will also provide attendees of the session with a sales talent
insight assessment.
“This is a $155 assessment that I will provide free of charge to anyone who
requests it through email,” he said. “The idea is for people to use the assessment

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #2212
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in association with their top performing sales professionals, to learn more about
their talents. Then, when the sales manager or company owner hires a new sales
person, he/she can see if the new person shows the same talents as the top earners, which were identified in the assessment.”
Gardner is the founder of Maximum Performance Group, a company he said
is dedicated to staying “connected to the street.”
“Our proprietary training, coaching and consulting strategies get results because they are tested in the field
and on the phone, working sideby-side with salespeople and sales
leaders,” Gardner said. “Maximum Performance Group offers
sales and sales leadership training,
real-time sales coaching, strategic
sales consulting and assessments
to identify a candidate’s talents before he/she is hired, as well as how
to improve performance with a
current team.”
When asked what should the
main goal or goals be for people
who attend educational sessions,
Gardner mentioned ROCI: Return
On Conference Investment.
“Everyone has heard of ROI
(Return On Investment), but at a
conference you want to achieve a
high ROCI. It’s just not your time
to consider. Going to conferences
costs hard-earned money, including air fare and lodging,” he said.
“I tell people, when at a conference, make it a goal of meeting
three new people each day. Have a
conversation with them, and learn
about their businesses.”
Gardner said he likes to get his
audience involved while presenting educational sessions.
“This makes the session more of
a workshop than just listening to a
speech,” he said. “I like for attendees to participate and provide
input. We talk about things. Often,
people learn more by doing. By
being involved and thinking it out,
attendees can achieve greater retention of what is being discussed.
“The same is true with sales.
The more interaction you receive
from the customer, often the better
the sales call. Therefore, the more
interaction I can get from the audience, the more they are going to
enjoy what is being shared.
“It’s amazing how that works. I
can be the greatest speaker in the
world, but if there is no interaction,
and if attendees are not involved or
engaged, it doesn’t matter.”
Attending a convention full of
educational sessions, workshops,
exhibitors and networking events
can be overwhelming, especially
when it comes to retaining pertinent information. To help, Gardner suggested attendees reserve
three pages in a notebook to
write down new “products,”

“promotions and/or programs,” and “best practices” that they came
across while at a convention.
“And then, on the trip home or soon after the conference, I would suggest
the person go through each page and rank what is written down in importance. That process allows attendees to have a subject list, with priorities
in place, to address from the convention,” he said. “The toughest part is
putting all of what a person learns from a convention into implementation,
but at least now he/she is starting from a list of important items to address.”
According to Gardner, a key part of the ISSA Show is helping business
professionals in the cleaning industry stay up-to-date in today’s rapidly
changing world.
“According to Forrester Research, over one million B2B sales jobs will
be lost to e-commerce by 2020. However, those salespeople who can provide value and solve problems for customers will see a 10 percent increase
in sales openings,” he said. “Another study by MHI Research and the Sales
Management Association indicates that salespeople in transactional sales
environments have become an endangered species.
“Therefore, salespeople in all industries have to become solution
providers, rather than product/service providers. E-commerce is eliminating a lot of sales jobs. Unless you are providing value by doing something
better and different, you are not going to be viable to customers. However,
if you are good at solving problems, providing solutions and helping customers find better ways of doing things — your future is bright.
“For their own survival, sales professionals must want to learn and become better educated. Attending educational sessions, and applying what
is being learned, is as important as ever. You can’t stand still. There was a
time when a person could spend his/her entire career at one company and
then retire. Today, things change very fast. Sales professionals must also
continually change. The world is always evolving.”

T

CULTURE EATS STRATEGY
FOR BREAKFAST

he guest speaker for this year’s ISSA Lunch & Learn program will
be Kristen Hadeed, CEO of Student Maid. She will speak on
“Culture Eats Strategy For Breakfast.” The event is scheduled
for 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Monday, November 18.
“I’ve been involved with the cleaning business for 12 years. What I’ve
discovered is that it isn’t the job, the pay, the fancy office or the perks that
people care about. It’s the culture,” Hadeed said. “Whether your people
spend their days flipping burgers, folding shirts, making sales calls, or, yes,
even cleaning toilets, trust, accountability and empowerment are key. If
you create a culture where those things are lacking, people will feel unmotivated, disengaged and dissatisfied. If, on the other hand, you create a
culture where those things are strong, people will come to work excited
and go home at the end of the day feeling valued and fulfilled.
“The first scenario will leave you with talent shortages and constant
turnover. The second will bring you a loyal team, ready to go the distance.”
During the ISSA Lunch & Learn session, Hadeed will share what she
has assimilated as an entrepreneur who built a cleaning company with an
industry-leading retention rate, and as a consultant for a wide range of international businesses.
“I’ll challenge attendees to reflect on the current state of their organization’s culture and to assess candidly what they could be doing better,” she
said. “If their culture is already strong, I’ll give them practical ideas to take
it to the next level.
“The people attending this session will walk away with actionable ideas
to make their cleaning businesses a place where people feel like they belong and want to stay — no matter how unglamorous the job may be.”
She added that participants of the session will:
• Learn practical ways to attract and retain talent;
• Discover how to find purpose and meaning at work;
• Recognize the ingredients of a healthy culture;
• Receive practical tips and ideas for keeping morale high, even during
periods of growth, challenges and transition; and,
• Learn how to resolve the disconnect between achieving results and
maintaining a healthy culture.
Hadeed is the CEO and founder of Student Maid, a cleaning company
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that has employed thousands of students
over the past decade. It has also been successful in helping build the next generation of leaders within the cleaning
industry, she added.

“What I’ve discovered
is that it isn’t the
job, the pay, the
fancy office or the perks
that people care about.
It’s the culture.”
— Kristen Hadeed

Kristen Hadeed

When she started the company, Hadeed
said she had no idea what she was in for, as the industry tended to have
high employee turnover rates and low profit margins.
“Even with the odds stacked against us, we have been able to build a
company that features high industry benchmarks, and a place where people love coming to work,” Hadeed said. “Some of our employees have
turned down their ‘dream jobs’ to join the executive team and build careers
at Student Maid.”
She added that Student Maid’s success boils down to one thing and one
thing only: creating a place with humanity at its core. A place where people feel accepted for who they are, where they are encouraged to fail and
embrace their imperfections, and where they are empowered to reach their
potential.
Today, Hadeed said she spends most of her time helping leaders and organizations from around the world create similar environments for their
own people.
In 2017, Hadeed published her first book, Permission To Screw Up, in which
she offers an unapologetic account of her biggest mistakes in leadership.
“It has been my hope that this vulnerability provides others with the
courage to open up about their own ‘perfectly imperfect’ moments, while
proudly embracing them as tremendous learning opportunities,” she said.
Hadeed and Student Maid have been featured in such news outlets as
PBS, FOX, Inc., NBC, TIME, and Forbes. Her first TED Talk has had more
than three million views on YouTube.
When attending any educational session, Hadeed said the main goals of
attendees should be:
• To leave inspired and reminded that the work they do is important and
impactful;
• To be open to learning, hearing different perspectives and being exposed
to different ideas;
• To be present, intentional and really absorb the information provided in
each seminar; and,
• To practically apply what makes sense.
“Not everything will make sense for you personally, but if you can
find one golden nugget from each seminar, you will leave with tremendous value,” she said.
Hadeed suggested that attendees take time to reflect after each seminar,
and think about what ideas they want to implement back home. It’s also important for attendees to schedule a time to debrief their teams at work after
returning from a conference.
“It’s good when team members can hold the attendee accountable to what
he/she learned and what that person hopes to implement,” she said. “When
it comes to continuing education, one of my values is to take ownership of
my own growth and potential. I think regardless of the industry you are in,
it’s important to be the driver of your own growth. That could mean reading,
it could mean attending conferences, it could mean participating in mastermind groups. It might mean something different to everyone, but what matters is that a person defines what it means to him/her, and then makes a
commitment for it to happen.
“If you aren’t learning, you aren’t progressing. And if you aren’t progressing as a leader or as an organization….you know how the story ends.”
Visit www.kristenhadeed.com for more information.
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Lindhaus Adds New Backpack Vacuum To Scrubber, Vacuum Equipment Lineup
Lindhaus features a world-class line of cordless cleaning equipment.
This includes the LB-4 Backpack vacuum, in both Lithium-ion cordless and electric versions.
The LB-4 L-ion Backpack completes the Lindhaus trio of Lithium-ion cleaning equipment. Lindhaus also oﬀers its
LS-38 vacuum/sweeper and its LW30 Scrubber/Dryer. All are available with the interchangeable 36V- 6Ah L-ion battery pack.

LB-4 L-ion Backpack Vacuum

This battery flexibility allows users to
conveniently interchange batteries within
the Lindhaus line of cleaning equipment for
top to bottom cleaning, without the hassle
of a cord. Lindhaus L-ion batteries charge
in 90 minutes. Facilities with multiple L-ion
products can clean almost endlessly, without
ever worrying about cords or charging
downtime.
Cords have always been a hassle, and
even worse, a dangerous tripping hazard.
Cutting the cord also increases productivity.
Cordless cleaning equipment frees the user
to be more effective, untied from the limits
of the cord. Freedom of movement equals
faster cleaning, and now it’s 3X faster with
the Lindhaus trio of L-ion equipment which
includes:
• LW pro L-ion Scrubber/Drier;
• LS 38 L-ion
Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer; and,
• LB-4 L-ion Backpack Vacuum.

The LB4 is the lightest battery backpack
vacuum in the world, at only 10.3 pounds.
This machine has been designed to be the
most comfortable backpack vacuum ever!
Not only is it the world’s lightest, but every
detail has been worked out to achieve perfect
balance for the user, while improving range
of motion and reduce workplace injuries.
Designed with seamless dimensions and low
weight, combined with the comfort provided
by the padded and transpiring backrest and
the fully adjustable padded straps, the product allows many hours a day of use without
stress to the operator.
Studies have shown that backpack vacuum operators rarely have the equipment
adjusted properly for optimum weight distribution. Lindhaus teamed with the Marsu• LW pro L-ion
• LS 38 L-ion
• LB-4 L-ion
pial Gear company to utilize the latest harness
Scrubber/Drier
Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer
Backpack Vacuum.
technology to ensure proper adjustment.
This machine has been designed (in detail) to achieve high performance, large bag capacity, highest level of filtration even with
LW pro L-ion Scrubber/Drier
extremely small dimensions, and low weight. With over 30 minutes of run time on one
For hard floor cleaning, the Lindhaus LW pro L-ion is the perfect machine for cleaning charge, the LB4 is ready for large cleaning tasks.
surfaces, ranging from the roughest to the most deliThe LB4 is also the most versatile backpack vacuum ever, featuring:
cate. Its versatility, along with the low-profile base
• Carpet Shampooing With The Encapsulation Cleaning System — The LB4 Electric
(only 5.5 inches) and sleek upright body, make it ef- can be equipped with a kit, including the electronic power nozzle Lindhaus PB12e, a flex
L-ion base
fortless to use.
hose and a telescopic wand, both electrified in order to transform the vacuum cleaner into
Dual suctioned squeegees instantly dry the floor per- a powerful carpet cleaner for any kind of carpeting. In seconds and with no tools, the intefectly, allowing immediate use. The cleaning compo- grated DCS (Deep Cleaning System) converter can be
nents, squeegees and roller can be easily removed for a installed to convert the PB12e into a very effective enquick rinse after using the machine. Cord-free operation capsulation carpet cleaner, thanks to the mechanical acand perfectly dry floors make this the safest machine tion ensured by the high-speed brush roller. Lindhaus’
for cleaning occupied spaces, such as 24-hour conven- ecological detergents are available for shampooing and
ience stores/restaurants and retail stores. Cordless spot cleaning carpets and rugs;
means no limits.
• Easy Transformation Into A Canister Vacuum
The LW pro L-ion has no restrictions when it comes
Cleaner — The LB4 is a multifunction machine, thanks
to the quick cleaning of any hard surfaces: marble,
to its sleek design and compact dimensions. It’s perfectly
wood, ceramic, resin, laminate quartz, etc.
adaptable to be a canister vacuum cleaner. Simply reThe brush pressure is adjustable. A large selection
move the shoulder kit and attach four pivoting wheels
of brushes or abrasive disks are available to handle any
(optional). The end-user now has a pull behind canister
type of job, from delicate to difficult. With a 20-minute
vacuum that follows the operator effortlessly. A convenrun time, end-users can clean over 1,000 square feet
ient handle is placed on the top of the machine to transbefore changing batteries
port it or park it vertically;
• Ideal For Any Floor — Powerful, silent and super
LS 38 L-ion Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer
handy, it’s equipped with the patented standard Lindhaus
A new and innovative machine unique to the industry, LS38 combines the mechanical M28R universal brush. The suction is perfect at 360°,
strength of two high speed counter-rotating rollers “twin force”, which rotate at 2000 RPM, and the central bristles are self-cleaning. For delicate
providing sweeping action over the entire machine width. Combined with a new high-effi- flooring, there is also as self-polishing pad with natural
ciency suction motor, the LS38 is a powerful deep cleaner.
felt (optional); and,
The patented drive system allows the counter rotation
• Blower — The strong suction, especially from the
of the brush-rollers with a single belt. This provides ultielectric version, can also be used for its blowing funcmate quietness and maximum reliability, without the lack
tion. It just requires an optional kit that concentrates
of dependability of planetary and orbiting gears.
the outgoing air of the motor. Using a hose for suction
The LS38 was constructed with the professional mainand one for blowing, the machine can blow and suction
tenance worker in mind. Designed for improved durabilsimultaneously.
ity and reduced maintenance, including metal bearing
supports, this machine is built to survive the rigors of the
commercial world.
Down to the smallest details, features include:
• Anti-marring bumpers;
• Swivel joint that provides a precise steering effect;
• Soft start circuitry and overload electronic controls;
• Adjustable front gate to collect large size objects;
• Easily converts to shampoo carpet; and,
• Runs up to 50 minutes on one charge.

Contact Lindhaus USA at

800-498-7526
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Advanced Vapor Technologies Counts On Representatives To Build
Brand Awareness For Its Commercial-Grade MondoVap®

The MondoVap® With TANCS® Technology Outperforms Traditional Disinfectants
norovirus surrogate, feline calicivirus, on carpet. HealthWhen the Delfino family of Chicago purchased
care facilities, hospitals, restaurants, hotels and schools
Everett, WA-based Advanced Vapor Technologies
that need cleaning solutions and healthy environments
(AVT) earlier this year, they acquired a company that
benefit from this safe, effective system that uses tap
has proprietary patented rights to a revolutionary techwater to kill germs and bacteria.
nology and a product that qualifies as a disinfection deGeneral Chemical & Supply Inc.’s McDonough said
vice for the EPA.
it is important to understand that the MondoVap® is not
AVT’s flagship product, the MondoVap® steam
a standard steam cleaner. MondoVap® relies on vapor,
cleaner, comes standard with innovative TANCS®
rather than steam, to clean and disinfect.
technology (Thermal Accelerated Nano Crystal Sanitation) that allows for nano crystals to form from or“Vapor and steam are not the same. If you are using
dinary tap water and perform exceptional
a steam machine to clean a surface, you are going to have
disinfectant cleaning.
a lot of moisture. About 45 percent of what comes out of
the tip of a steam machine is really hot water,” he exAVT is the developer of the hugely successful Laplained. “With vapor, which is very dry, only 5 percent
dybug steam vapor cleaner, world-renowned as an elite,
of what comes out of the tip is actual moisture.
eco-friendly home steam vapor system. For the company’s top commercial-grade product, the MondoVap®
“Plus, vapor is comprised of water droplets smaller
with TANCS® technology, AVT is building brand
and hotter than steam,” McDonough said. “This means
awareness and seeking new distributors.
when applied, vapor will reach nooks and crannies that
steam cannot. And unlike steam or chemicals, vapor will
“The key will be the company’s ability to find ennot degrade the surface of what is being cleaned. Monergetic reps throughout the United States and
doVap® with TANCS® also helps people reduce the
Canada who will help educate businesses of all
chemicals used, which is better for the environment and
types that science says steam vapor systems,
for the people who are doing the cleaning. It’s also a
equipped with TANCS® technology, clean and disvery effective way to instantly kill bed bugs.”
infect better and faster than conventional disinfecThe MondoVap® works well on walls, floors, ceiltants,” says Wayne Delfino, the managing partner
ings — a wide variety of hard and soft surfaces. The disof Advanced Vapor Technologies.
room,” McDonough continued. “We cleaned half of the room
Delfino has found one of the representatives he’s been with a standard cleaner and disinfectant, using the proper dwell infecting qualities of the TANCS® technology separate the
looking for in David McDonough, owner of General Chem- time. The other half of the room was cleaned with the Mon- MondoVap® from other vapor cleaners.
“There is a large body of peer-driven research that validates
ical & Supply Inc., a Jan/San distributorship in Moorestown, doVap®. The half in which the traditional cleaning and disinNew Jersey.
fecting methods were used showed 7 to 17 the benefits of TANCS®,” said Wayne Delfino of Advanced
MCDONOUGH: FROM BUYER
points after the swab test. Meanwhile, the Mon- Vapor Technologies. “For example, testing at the Department
“Testing at the
TO DISTRIBUTOR
doVap® side registered all zeros — again. of Environmental Health at the University of Michigan found
Department of
“My cleaning company is involved with reThose results made believers out of the hospital that TANCS® achieves a greater kill rate in three seconds than
Environmental
moving heavy grease from all types of commerexecutives who soon agreed to purchase several a 20-minute exposure to bleach. And, what’s extremely important to note, is that TANCS® leaves no biofilm that supcial kitchens,” said longtime cleaning industry
units.”
Health at the
ports future microbial growth.”
professional David McDonough.
In
case
there
was
room
for
any
doubt
about
University of
Given this extraordinary disinfecting power, MondoVap®
For his commercial business, he needed a dethe system’s all-around cleaning potential, Mcvice with advanced cleaning capabilities, and Michigan found that Donough proceeded to remove eight layers of with TANCS® qualifies as a disinfection device for the U.S.
TANCS® achieves old floor wax from the facility.
EPA. Other steam devices don’t have the capability and asthe MondoVap® steam vapor system fit the bill.
tounding germ-kill rates. At the Antimicrobial Test LaboratoIn time, he learned that the system could also
“While
reducing
cleaning
times,
the
system
a greater kill rate in
disinfect in ways unprecedented in the industry.
not only properly cleans and disinfects commer- ries in Round Rock, Texas, Dr. Benjamin Tanner lauded the
three seconds than
“With a wide assortment of accessories, such
cial facilities, it is easy and safe to use. When it performance of the MondoVap® with TANCS®: “A 99.9999
a 20-minute
as nozzles and tips, the MondoVap® is great for
comes to disinfecting with the MondoVap®, percent reduction of MRSA and VRE on surfaces within 5 secremoving grease from fryers, ovens, oven filthere is no dwell time to worry about. It also onds is a level of performance that chemical disinfectants may
exposure to
ters, floors, tile and grout. It can also remove
saves a lot of money for those customers con- never achieve.”
bleach.”
MOVING FORWARD WITH BRAND STRATEGY
gum from carpeting and concrete in 5 to 10 secstantly purchasing chemicals,” McDonough
—Wayne Delfino, Advanced
onds. We also use the MondoVap® to clean
“We continue to look for highly energetic distributors
said. “The MondoVap® is also great for thorVapor Technologies (AVT)
restrooms and other facility locations,” McDolike David McDonough to represent our comoughly cleaning commercial ice
nough said. “Everything and anything that
pany in non-compete areas around the United
machines, which are often not
“My cleaning
needs to be cleaned, including steps with treading and elevator cleaned nearly enough and can harbor a high
States and Canada,” Delfino said. “The new
company is
tracks, is no match for the MondoVap®. However, once I be- number of germs. Swab tests show MondoVap®
alliance with David marks an exciting brand
came a distributor for Advanced Vapor Technologies, I started registered another zero as far as germs left bestrategy for our company. General Chemical
involved with
to understand the true power of TANCS® technology with its hind after a cleaning.”
& Supply Inc. has leveraged our proprietary
removing heavy
incredible disinfection capabilities.
TANCS® technology to help to grow a
HOW IT WORKS
grease from all
“I introduced the MondoVap® 2400 steam vapor system
strong customer base in the New JerseyAVT’s patented TANCS® technology is a
to people involved in the healthcare field. The product began factory-installed internal component for the types of commercial Pennsylvania-New York area. One of our
to turn heads,” recounted McDonough.
goals is to help other distributors achieve the
MondoVap®. The TANCS® proprietary techkitchens . . .
By using swab tests, McDonough has enjoyed much suc- nology encourages the formation of nano cryssame success as David.”
Everything and
cess demonstrating to hospital officials the robust cleaning and tals within common tap water. No cleaning
Regarding the purchase of AVT, Delfino
anything that needs said, “We bought the company because the scidisinfecting power of MondoVap®, compared to more tradi- chemicals are required. When the water is transtional products and methods.
ence behind TANCS® is incredible, and we
formed into super-heated low-moisture steam
to be cleaned,
“Recently, I demonstrated the product at an area hospital. I vapor, those energized crystals accelerate to
saw an opportunity to build brand and market
including steps
explained to the administration how and why the MondoVap® travel through biofilm on surfaces, killing mithis leading-edge technology. We are commitwith treading and
with TANCS® works. We visited an operating room (OR) that crobes (germs), even those unreachable by an
ted to making an economic and eco-friendly
elevator tracks, is
had just been cleaned. Different areas of the OR were swab applied chemical germicide. This efficient, ecoimpact on the cleaning industry.”
tested, which showed germ counts as high as 60 to 70 points friendly system cleans grease, grime and dirt,
no match for the
on a meter,” McDonough said. “The MondoVap® was then and is a formidable disinfectant as well.
MondoVap®.”
used in the same OR. The swab test registered zero on the
According to researchers at Clemson Univer—David McDonough,
meter. The hospital officials couldn’t believe their eyes. The sity, the TANCS® technology in MondoVap®
President of General
MondoVap® outperformed a hospital-grade disinfectant.
is the only product that has demonstrated, in a
By Harrell Kerkhoff and Dave Malone
Chemical & Supply, Inc.
“In another test, we went into a recently used patient’s peer-review study, its efficacy against a human
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Visit www.advap.com
for more information.
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Think Ahead
To Excel During Critical Moments

ADVERTORIAL

By: Anna Königson Koopmans, Marketing Director, Commercial and Public Interest; Essity Professional Hygiene

Every day, facility managers face numerous challenges that
require agile decision making. Whether it’s handling an
unexpected shift change in a factory, a sudden increase in
traffic-flow in an airport, or a spill in an entertainment venue,
facility managers and cleaners must always be ready to identify
problems, assess the situation and react in a timely and effective
manner. That is why when selecting what products work best for
their facilities, facility service managers need to identify
products that allow for improved flexibility and performance.
Tork PeakServe® Continuous™ Hand Towel System
addresses head-on the most pressing cleaning challenges often
faced in high-traffic environments, allowing facility managers to
feel confident taking on any crowd, no matter the circumstance.
Neither a roll towel nor folded towel system, Tork PeakServe is
designed to better serve high-traffic restrooms by helping facility
managers minimize cleaning time and maintain the flow of
people traffic. The system is continuous, meaning that bundles
latch onto each other when loaded, and towels are connected so
they dispense without interruption and without tabbing.

FREE UP TIME
When it comes to high-traffic environments, time savings can
have an enormous impact. Tork PeakServe cuts refill time in half
with up to 2,100 towels per dispenser, and up to 600 people served
between refills. In addition, Tork PeakServe Continuous hand towels are easy to refill, and can be topped off when it best suits staff.
SAVE SPACE
Facility managers and cleaners also face the challenge of overcrowded storage rooms filled with large hand towel and bath tissue
product cases and various cleaning supplies. Tork PeakServe hand
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towels — which are compressed by 50 percent — take up less
space in storage rooms and on carts, allowing staff to be more efficient and organized when refilling dispensers in large facilities.
IMPROVE FLOW
Interruptions in traffic-flow in a restroom can cause a domino
effect throughout an entire cleaning operation, slowing down other
people from entering the restroom and stopping cleaners from
completing assigned tasks. That’s why ensuring the smooth flow
of restroom traffic is so important during critical moments.
With Tork PeakServe, people are served in just three seconds —
quicker than jet air dryers. The system’s smooth, one-at-a-time dispensing ensures people can dry their hands quickly and leave the
restroom in a timely manner.

WHAT’S NEW
Tork is previewing two new dispenser model additions to the
Tork PeakServe assortment: TorkPeakServe® Mini and Tork
PeakServe® Recessed, available in spring 2020.
The Tork PeakServe Mini dispenser has a smaller footprint,
suited for environments where wall space is limited. The Tork
PeakServe Recessed dispenser allows facilities to take advantage
of the Tork PeakServe benefits without costly renovations to existing recessed cabinets.
The bottom line is simple: when there is more time for cleaning,
increased space and better restroom flow, facility managers are in
a better position to successfully deliver excellent service during
critical moments.
For more information and to request a free trial,
visit TorkUSA.com/PeakServe.

The
Guardian
ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANT

The
Guardian
ALL PURPOSE DISINFECTANT

Provide Good Value For Educational Facilities
Without Breaking The Bank
Fall is the time of year when temperatures typically cool, leaves turn color and school is back in
session. With the many opportunities that sales of
educational cleaning services and supplies can
bring, there are also challenges — such as supplying school facilities with the
right type of quality towel and
tissue products.
According to representatives
at Kruger Products, in their experience they see a very real
struggle at the school level.
Many governments continue to
cut spending to school systems, meaning schools must do
more with less. Universities
and colleges also experience
budget cuts, and are forced to
become more efficient at meeting the evolving demands of
“paying” end-users. Therefore,
officials managing education
facilities are often looking for
good value products — without breaking the bank.
“When it comes to paper towels, there is a tendency to purchase
value-grade kraft roll towels, which are low in cost but not very absorbent, resulting in higher consumption and costs. Switching to

value- or classic-grade white roll towels, rather
than kraft roll towels, results in both better absorbency and hand drying efficiency,” Kruger
Products stated.
The company added:
■ “White roll towels are
more aesthetically pleasing,
have a better look and feel
which enhances a facility’s
image and addresses evolving end-user demands for
quality supplies;
■ “White roll towels are
slightly higher in cost — but
are higher quality— and
help to reduce the overall
amount of product consumed, resulting in fewer reorders throughout the year;
■ “Kruger Products offers
The Ultimate Washroom®
controlled dispensing system solutions, as well as
several value- and classic-grade white roll towels, to maximize a
facility’s ROI; and,
■ “Kruger Products’ Ultra-Long Roll Towels (ULRT®) reduce
the number of frustrating roll runouts in busy educational locations.”

To see Kruger Products’ line of roll towel products, visit krugerproducts.com/afh.
Industrial Specialty Chemicals

QuestSpecialty Offers Private Label 24-Case Program

QuestSpecialty Corporation lowers the industry
minimum order threshold for private label products
with its 24-Case Program.
“Virtually all of the company’s stocked
aerosols are included in the program, putting
both commodity and specialty aerosols
within the reach of distributors who previously were unable to consider carrying their
own brand. Similarly attractive private label
minimums are available for the company’s
non-aerosol products including liquid concentrates, liquid ready-to-use and grease cartridges.”
According to Alex Pratt, director of technical services at QuestSpecialty Corporation, “Distributors are
becoming more interested in carrying private label
products for a variety of reasons, distributors enjoy a
healthy profit margin and no brand competition with
private label products while their customers benefit
from offering a high performing product with a good
price point. Private labeling is a win-win situation.”
The ability for distributors to have their name on
specialty niche products to meet specific needs is attractive in this competitive marketplace.
“As non-traditional suppliers continue to enter

the marketplace and margins on commodity products shrink, distributors need to consider strategies
to offset the margin slide and generate new, prof-

itable growth within their existing account base,”
said Pratt. “Selling specialty products, especially
under a distributor’s exclusive brand, can do that
by adding additional line items per order and increased gross margin per delivery.”
QuestSpecialty’s 400-plus stock products include
items in foodservice, facility maintenance, professional cleaning, industrial maintenance, heavy
equipment supplies and grounds care. Even QuestSpecialty’s most distinctive specialty products are
available for private labeling, such as two EPA
25(b) exempt bio-pesticides: LIGHTS OUT Bed
Bug Killer and PROWLER Lice Killer for environ-
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mental surfaces.
“QuestSpecialty handles customized formulation
requests from inception to chemistry to packaging
with run minimums of just 100 cases.
Additionally, the company’s full-service
graphics department is available to assist
customers in developing product names
and creating attractive graphic labeling.”
Pratt said, “We have one customer
who sells a specific product to a highend retail segment. We designed a distinctive label to solidify the brand identity which has
become extremely strong in its specific niche. In fact,
it is the only product recommended by a popular television show connected to this particular market.”
QuestSpecialty Corporation, headquartered in
Brenham, TX, is a trusted manufacturer of industrial
specialty chemicals including aerosols, liquids, powders, and wipes for use in sanitary supply, building
maintenance, industrial specialties, foodservice and
automotive industries.
For more information,
visit www.questspecialty.com.
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From U.S. Battery:

Understanding The Differences Between AGM And Flooded Deep-Cycle Lead-Acid Batteries

With the growing popularity of battery-powered
floor cleaning machines, deep-cycle lead-acid batteries are the industry standard for heavy-duty use and
reliability. The reason is that they are designed to provide the most cost-effective energy storage and delivery over the life of the battery.
Over the years, there have been two main types of
deep-cycle lead-acid batteries that many maintenance
fleets and crews have used in their battery-powered
cleaning machines, flooded
lead-acid (FLA) batteries and
the absorbed glass mat (AGM)
batteries. While both provide
optimum performance in a
wide variety of applications,
the design difference can offer
various advantages depending
on the application and how
often battery-powered cleaning machines are being used.

Engineering
The main design difference
between FLA and AGM batteries is how the electrolyte is
managed. In FLA batteries, the
battery plates are submerged in
a liquid electrolyte. During
use, water in the electrolyte is
broken down into oxygen and
hydrogen gases and water is
lost from this process. This requires regularly adding
water to keep the battery plates fully submerged in
the electrolyte.
In AGM batteries, the electrolyte is absorbed in
special glass mat separators that retain all the electrolyte needed for the life of the battery. Since there
is no free electrolyte, the oxygen generated on a
charge is recombined at the negative plate. In normal
operation, hydrogen is not generated and no water is

lost. This eliminates the need to add water, and also
allows the battery to be sealed with a one-way valve
that prevents leakage of the electrolyte.

Performance Differences
FLA batteries have been used in a wide variety of
applications for well over 150 years. Their popularity
comes from its safety, reliability, and cost-effectiveness when compared with other types of rechargeable

batteries. According to Fred Wehmeyer, U.S. Battery
senior V.P. of engineering, FLA batteries deliver the
lowest cost per watt-hour both in acquisition cost and
in overall cost per charge/discharge cycle. “This is
why they are the best choice for fleets of vehicles or
equipment that are used daily,” says Wehmeyer.
“Also, both FLA and AGM batteries offer an environmental advantage over other types of batteries because they are essentially 100 percent recyclable and

enjoy the highest recycling rate of any commercial
product.”
AGM batteries offer the advantage of being maintenance-free. This can be significant in applications
where regular maintenance is difficult or costly, such
as when the batteries are located in an area of the
cleaning machine that is hard to access, such as underneath the machine’s large water tank. Even though
AGM batteries cost more per watt-hour, the elimination of maintenance costs reduces the overall battery
operational costs. Also, since
the battery is sealed and does
not emit gases in normal use, it
can be used in sensitive areas
such as around food or pharmaceutical storage facilities.
Selecting between FLA or
AGM deep cycle batteries ultimately depends on the type of
use and the capability to provide regular maintenance in the
application.
AGM = No Maintenance +
Higher Cost + Susceptible to
abuse like overcharging
FLA = Requires Watering +
Lower Cost + Susceptible to
abuse from poor maintenance
No matter what type of battery you use, it is always best
to target the depth of discharge to 50 percent or less
for both FLA or AGM battery types. This will optimize battery life cycle cost versus acquisition cost
over the life of the battery system.
For more information on FLA or
AGM batteries for a variety of applications,
visit www.usbattery.com.

From WizKid:

The WizKid Antimicrobial Runner Mat

WizKid Products has introduced its WizKid Antimicrobial Runner Mat, a customizable length matting solution for facilities of all types. This
25-foot-long customizable-length runner mat is available in two widths, 24 inches and 36 inches, features
an acrylic-based tacky backing, and offers a customizable solution for facility managers in a large va-

riety of locations where floors need protection
from puddles, odors and stains.
“We are excited to take our line of industryleading antimicrobial matting beyond the restroom and put it to work in other areas of a
facility,” said Jeff Crevier, president of WizKid Products. “The addition of the tacky
backing allows for endless uses of this product throughout a facility, wherever moisture management is a concern.”
Features and benefits of the WizKid Antimicrobial Runner Mat include:
• 25-foot-long customizable length, in twowidths 24-inches and 36-inches;
• Acrylic-based tacky backing is easily repositioned, and removes cleanly after use;
• Eliminates odor through the antimicrobial treatment, killing 90 percent of microbes in six hours; and,
• Carpet-like texture is a step above typical mats.
The WizKid Antimicrobial Runner Mat is available now.
According to the company, “Since 2004, WizKid
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Products has been striving to make the world a
cleaner, better-smelling place. Beginning with the
WizKid Original Cut Urinal Mat, the line of WizKid
Antimicrobial Mat solutions has grown to provide
moisture management solutions for entire facilities.
The Splash Hog Vertical Urinal Screen, the urinal
screen that goes up the back wall, is the only solution
of its kind in the market today. Headquartered in Dalton, GA, WizKid Products has grown in the last
decade by creating innovative solutions for the needs
of facility managers.”
For more information on
the WizKid Antimicrobial Runner Mat,
visit WizKidProducts.com.
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Scheduling Conflict Keeps Dorden From Show

Dorden Squeegees Offers
Several Different Configurations
To Satisfy Varied Customer Needs

“Dorden Squeegees is sorry to announce, due to a scheduling conflict, Dorden
& Co., Inc./DordenSqueegee will not be in attendance this year at the 2019 ISSA
Show in Las Vegas. Look for us next year in Chicago – plans are already underway,” according to a press release.
“DordenSqueegee continues to have terrific success with its Domestic Michigan
Made — Made in USA
Squeegee line. Dorden offers several different configurations to satisfy all of our
varied customer needs and
requests.”
All DordenSqueegees are
manufactured to be nonsparking and non-rusting.
Frames and retaininers are
high grade – military quality
aluminum. Our proprietary
“Dorprene” blades are oil
and heat resistant, with the proper hardness (durometer) to make excellent quality
squeegees.
“DordenSqueegee manufactures and distributes its products throughout the
United States and Canada. Products include the imported ‘Moss’ squeegees direct
from the Belgian factory, in container and less-than-container quantities. We invite
our customers to use our warehouse as their own, and buy as much or as little as
they require.
“We can and do bring in mixed Belgian ‘Moss’ container loads at very competitive price points for our customers. Our warehouse is centrally located in Detroit,
MI, on the border with Canada, for very reasonable and efficient shipping to our
customers. Keep us in mind for all your squeegee needs.”
For more information, contact Bruce Gale at 1-313-834-7910
or www.DordenSqueegee.com.

Aluf Plastics, a leader in the custom retail and private label can line industry, announces new
hires. Aluf new hires are pictured (left to right): Jim Schuler, product manager; Todd Pitcher,
production manager; Ann Marie Vesia, logistics manager; and Joe Greeley, controller.

SC Johnson Receives SMA Navigator Award

SC Johnson Professional has been named a recipient of Strategic Market Alliance’s (SMA) 2019 Navigator Award.
Spartan Chemical was also recognized by SMA for achieving the largest percentage of growth in sales of qualified supplier products with SMA members
in 2018.
“Winning an SMA Navigator trophy is acknowledgement of extraordinary
partnership and commitment to the distributors of SMA, in service to their enduser customers,” said Dick McGann, SMA CEO.
Based in Racine, WI, SC Johnson Professional is a manufacturer of janitorial
and sanitation cleaners. Visit www.scjohnson-professional.com.
Visit Strategic Market Alliance at www.smasolutions.com.

From The Bullen Companies:

Rinz-Free Lavender Multi-Purpose Cleaner

“Truekleen Rinz-Free is a
unique, concentrated, multi-purpose cleaner with a generous
level of lavender fragrance. It is
made especially for maintaining a
super high gloss on floors. It is also
a great all-around cleaner for all
surfaces,” said The Bullen Companies.
“Rinz-Free has an aggressive
neutral pH to clean without penetrating the floor finish or hurting its
gloss. Special detergents leave no
dulling film or haze, but instead restore the luster of floors that have
started to dull. Its pleasant lavender scent lingers long after the
clean step is finished.”
Features of the product include:
• No Film Cleaning: Special detergents lift and suspend soil so
that it will not redeposit and thus
requires no rinsing;
• Economical: Highly concentrated, just an ounce or two
per gallon of water removes heavy soil, saving money;
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• Fresh lavender fragrance;
• Enhances Gloss: Not only does
Rinz-Free not dull “wet look”
floors and other shiny surfaces, but
actually restores the luster to surfaces that have begun to dull;
• Aggressive Neutral pH: Safe
on any surface not harmed by
water alone. A true all purpose
cleaner; and,
• Hard Water Tolerant: Effective
in hot or cold, hard or soft water.
The Bullen Companies is a
manufacturer in the floor care,
carpet care and odor control market, and has been serving the janitorial supply industry since 1939.
Its line of branded products include: Airx, Truekleen, Clausen, eclean, SanoVerde and One Up
along with hundreds of private
label programs worldwide.

For more information on Truekleen Rinz-Free,
email sales@bullenonline.com.

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #725
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Spartan Named 2019 Member Choice
By NETWORK

News From Spartan Chemical

Spartan Chemical Company, Inc., was named NETWORK’S 2019 Member Choice for best all-around
service provider as voted by the members.
"The company conducts an annual survey to evaluate supplier performance with our member distributors and Spartan consistently ranks as the top
performer in five evaluation categories,” said James
Timberlake, chief supplier development officer at Network Services Company. “Spartan continues to earn
the Member Choice Award by investing in NETWORK distributors and supporting their ability to be
successful. Congratulations to Spartan for their fourth
consecutive win, a record setting achievement.”
"We are extremely honored and thankful partners
for this recognition," said John Swigart, president,

Spartan Chemical Company. "It is with great pride
that I share the Member Choice award with the entire
Spartan organization; it truly takes
a companywide effort to operate at
this level of excellence.”
The award was presented to
Spartan by Alan Tomblin, president
and CEO, and James Timberlake,
chief supplier development officer,
both of NETWORK, at the company’s 2019 Supplier Tradeshow.
Spartan was represented by Dave
Reed, vice president of national accounts; Cali Sartor, vice president of
marketing and advertising; Bryan Mangum,
vice president of sales; and, Joao Roberto
Zamboni, national accounts, of Spartan
do Brasil.

tomers and verticals. This year, Womack was selected
to receive the award.
“Dee’s desire to sell new items into new verticals was
contagious in the central Texas area,” said David
Strange, vice president of sales, Empire Paper. “He
helped our sales team obtain the chemical business at
several school districts, sell new departments in several
municipalities and break into the foodservice vertical in
a greater way. He is the epitome of a good guy, and in a
world that struggles with communication, he excels.”
The award was presented (during a GSN dinner) to
Womack by Jason Estes, president of Empire Paper,
David Strange, vice president of sales and Nate Scott,
vice president of operations.

Spartan’s Dee Womack
Awarded 2018 Empire Paper
Vendor Rep Of The Year

Spartan Chemical Company announced that Dee aWomack, a Spartan
regional manager, was named the Empire
Paper Company 2018 Vendor Representative of the Year.
“Each year, Empire Paper recognizes
Pictured with the award are, from left to right: David Strange, vice president
one vendor representative for the work
of sales for Empire Paper; Jason Estes, president of Empire Paper;
he/she does to grow and develop business.
Dee Womack, Spartan regional manager; and Nate Scott, vice president
Additionally, they look
of operations for Empire Paper.
for an increase in sales,
and more specifically, sales that take
For more information,
the company into new types of cusvisit www.spartanchemical.com.

Your One Stop
Source for Quality
Cleaning Product
Products ®
R.J. Lindstrom
President

800-821-7197 – U.S. & Canada
660-827-0352 – International
SEDALIA, MO – USA

www. zephyrmfg.com
Visit Us At ISSA Booth #948
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Visit Us At ISSA Booth #2015

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #673

New ez2mix Chemical Management System:

12 New Concentrates Include Green Seal™And Safer Choice Certified Chemicals

“Nyco Products Company has introduced a new ez2mix® Dilution Control System that offers users a safe and easy way to fill mop buckets, RTU bottles and
auto scrubbers with absolutely no chemical contact and precise dilution accuracy
that lets facility managers better control budgets,”
according to the company.
“The new system is designed with key user benefits of safety, precision and productivity. Secure
metering tips built into the 80-ounce ez2mix®
concentrate bottles provide a safe, closed-loop
system that eliminates spills and chemical contact
for users. Precise dilution from the state-of-theart ez2mix® dispenser ensures that chemical-towater ratios are accurate, no chemical is wasted,
and product performance is consistent from use to
use. Number-coded and color-coded bottles help
users quickly and easily identify chemicals for additional safety.
The new ez2mix® Dilution Control System includes 12 chemical concentrates
from degreasers to disinfectants, to meet the needs of almost all facilities and industries. It also features multiple sustainable formulations, including a Safer
Choice Certified VOC free glass cleaner, a Safer Choice Certified multi-purpose
cleaner and deodorizer, three Green Seal™ Certified concentrates, and a carpet
extraction cleaner that is CRI approved.
The small-profile ez2mix® wall-mount dispenser will hold up to
four ez2mix chemicals with both high and low flow water rates.
The ez2mix® concentrated chemical line includes:
• 01 MARVALOSA Multi-Surface & Glass Cleaner;

• 05 GO2 Oxygenated Carpet Extraction Cleaner (Green Seal™
Certified, CRI Approved);
• 06 Spray & Wipe Degreaser;
• 07 Ultra Concentrated VOC-Free Glass Cleaner
(Green Seal™
Certified, Safer Choice Certified);
• 08 Bathroom & Bowl Cleaner/Descaler (Green
Seal™ Certified);
• 09 Neutral Cleaner;
• 11 Odor Neutralizer;
• 12 Neutral Q128 Disinfectant;
• 13 Power Floor Scrub Degreaser;
• 14 MARVALOSA Fresh Lavender Multi-Purpose Cleaner & Deodorizer
(Safer Choice Certified);
• 16 Heavy-Duty Restroom Cleaner; and,
• 18 Uno (Lemon) Disinfectant.
A complete program for ez2mix® is available with accessories including a 6inch water hose, backflow preventer, hand-held dispenser,* locking cabinet dispenser,* foamer,* quart bottles/sprayers, secondary labels, and racks for wall
mounting. Nyco also offers secondary labels, wall charts, and other marketing
tools for distributors. For more information, visit www.nycoproducts.com.
*Minimums apply.

From Kutol Products Company

Health Guard® 70 Percent Alcohol Hand Sanitizer Gel

Be ready for cold and flu season with Kutol’s fast-acting 70 percent ethyl alcohol hand
sanitizing gel that kills 99.999 percent of common germs within 15 seconds. This low viscosity formula was specially developed for Kutol’s
Manual and No Touch wall mount dispensers.
Clear with no added dye or fragrance, Health Guard®
70 percent Alcohol Hand Sanitizer Gel is enhanced with
moisturizers that won’t dry out the skin. Plus it meets
CDC recommendations for effective hand antisepsis,
and is ideal for hospitals and other healthcare settings.
“Health Guard has a full line of hand sanitizers, including 70 percent Foam, 62 percent Foam and Gel, and a Non-Alcohol Foam, available in
a wide variety of dispensing options, including our new Manual and No Touch Health Guard
Hand Sanitizer Dispensers,” said Kutol.
Visit www.kutol.com/products-page/hand-sanitizers/, or www.kutol.com.

MICROFIBER AND MORE LLC

HIGH PERFORMANCE MICROFIBER
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS
FOR A "MORE POWERFUL CLEAN"
WEB: www.microfiber4sale.com

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1910
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From Intercon Chemical/Clearly Better Solutions:

PURE® Hard Surface Disinfectant
And Food Contact Surface Sanitizer

PURE® Hard Surface Disinfectant And Food Surface ContactSanitizer from
Intercon Chemical/Clearly Better Solutions uses a patented molecule called Silver
Dihydrogen Citrate (SDC) that is also manufactured by the company.
PURE® offers extremely
low toxicity with SDC at 30parts-per-million (PPM). It
meets the EPA’s lowest toxicity level rating of IV.
PURE® is also:
• noncaustic;
• non-corrosive; and,
• odor-free.
“It will not harm surfaces
and does not require gloves,
eye protection or special protective equipment – making it convenient in the medical industry. There are no hazard or warning labels, and it is approved for use on
food contact surfaces. In addition, it is OK to spray,” according to Clearly Better
Medical Products Manager Neal Wieselman.
It has a high level of efficacy, killing a variety of harmful organisms. Dwell
times range from 30 seconds to two minutes, and there is no need to over-apply
the product.
It has been adopted for use by 2,100 Chipotle Mexican Grill locations as part of
that company’s state-of-the-art sanitation procedures in both the front and back of
the restaurants and other areas susceptible to contamination by bacteria and viruses.
PURE® is available ready-to-use and can be sprayed directly onto a surface or
poured or sprayed on a cloth.
Visit www.interconchemical.com or www.clearlybetter.com.
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Nexstep Commercial Products Announces
4-Sided Floor Safety Cone

Nexstep Commercial Products (the exclusive licensee
of O-Cedar) now offers its new 4-Sided Floor Safety Cone.
Some of the features of the safety cone include:
Rugged heavy-duty construction; Stackable for easy storage;
Universal caution symbol on all 4 sides;
Bilingual warning; and, 36-inch height.
For more information on Nexstep Commercial
Products’ solutions, visit www.ocedarcommercial.com,
or email customerservice@ocedarcommercial.com.

Nyco Products Company Announces Supplier
Membership In DPA Buying Group

Nyco Products Company announced a new supplier agreement with Distributor
Partners of America (DPA) – a member-driven marketing and procurement group
serving more than 800 independent distributors in the jan/san, packaging and
restoration industries.
“Nyco brings a comprehensive line of chemicals to DPA. As an approved DPA
supplier, Nyco will provide member distributors with cleaning, disinfecting and
floor care products and solutions for the facility maintenance needs of all industries,” said the company.
“The Nyco strategic directive is to help distributors grow their businesses. Since
this is also a focus of DPA, the supplier partnership between the organizations is
a win-win for both.”
According to Nyco Vice President of Sales Brendan Cavanagh, “Nyco helps
distributors grow their business with our Building Better Brands® program, which
helps identify growth and profit opportunities in distributor businesses and in the
marketplace. We are excited to bring value to each and every DPA member.”
Nyco Products Company is a privately-owned manufacturer of high-performance national cleaning brands and private branded chemicals used in the sanitary maintenance, food service, industrial, institutional and other specialty
cleaning markets. To learn more, visit www.nycoproducts.com.

VPR Impex: Ecological Cleaning Solutions For A Safer Environment

ADVERTORIAL

but it has been well established and practiced in Europe since the early 1980s.
This system uses dry vapor cleaning and is certified to eliminate bacteria and viruses such as
H1N1, salmonella, listeria, E.coli, as well as bed
bugs, fleas, dust mites, lice and other microorganisms, and begins the disinfection process. The key
ingredients are water and super-heated vapor in a
temperature range from 140°C and 185°C (284°F
and 365°F) at the exit point of the accessory. Pressure used in this system ranges between 82.5 psi to
150 psi.
“Our systems have been certified, tested and approved scientifically to destroy viruses, bacteria and
other microorganisms. It begins the disinfecting
process due to the high temperature that is used,” Ruffolo said. “We are able to thoroughly clean using only
water — no detergents or chemicals. It’s done easily
and quickly. Because we do not use soaps or chemicals, there is no residue left on the surface and no need
to rinse. This allows the surface to remain cleaner, as
residue can attract dust and other dirt found in the
area, whether it’s in a home or business. No residue
means the surface stays cleaner much longer.”
This type of cleaning should not be confused with
steam machines. He added, “Steam is wet, while
vapor is dry due to the fact that vapor comes from high
temperatures and pressure. The content of moisture in
the vapor is very low, at only 4 to 6 percent. This allows for a quick dry time while cleaning such items
as carpet, upholstery, mattresses, etc.”
The success of dry vapor technology that can be
found at VPR Impex Inc., has been on the ascending
mode ever since its 1995 introduction into North
America.
“It was a struggle when we first introduced this
technology to the North American jan/san
marketplace,” Ruffolo said. “There is now
a lot more awareness of this method.”
The VAPORE® ecological vapor cleaning systems are ideal for jan/san distributors
and end-users wanting to open new revenue
possibilities, he added.
“This technology has been in existence in
Europe since the early 1980s. Our products
are made entirely in Italy, where this technology originated. Italy has a strong tradition when it comes to producing cleaning
in Janitorial, Sanitation and Foodservice Distribution.
equipment,” Ruffolo said. “For end-users,
ecological vapor cleaning enables them to
thoroughly clean any surface, crevice or
hard-to-reach area where bacteria proliferate.”
VAPORE® Ecological vapor cleaning
systems
are now used in such facilities as
Linking manufacturer, distributor and customers.
hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, long-term
SMA serves as a Catalyst for optimizing supply chain
efficiency and effectiveness.
care centers, veterinary clinics, day care
centers, hotels/motels and resorts, schools
and campus housing, supermarket chains,
restaurants, dairy production, commercial
kitchens, meat packing plants, bakeries,
manufacturing facilities, government buildings, professional and recreational sports
facilities, in pest control, in the automotive
Strategic Market Alliance
detailing industry and with the military —
www.smasolutions.com | info@smasolutions.com | p: 704.268.3430
both in Canada and the United States, and

Backed by over 25 years of experience in the ecological vapor cleaning field, VPR Impex Inc., has become the exclusive distributor in North America of
VAPORE® professional ecological vapor cleaning
systems and LAVA® automatic floor scrubbers. These
products are all designed for the jan/san cleaning market, and all are fully made in Italy.
“VPR Impex is now responsible for the distribution
of all the above products under one umbrella throughout North America,” VPR Impex Inc. President Mario
Ruffolo said. “The formation of VPR Impex allows
customers to benefit from a one-stop shop for ecological cleaning solutions. With the new VPR Impex Inc.,
customers’ requests for easy access to additional
equipment — such as automatic floor scrubbers
(LAVA), and many new products currently being developed — have now been answered.”
Information about all of these products is available by visiting a new website (www.vprimpex.com),
with links to the company’s Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn and YouTube pages, where customers can
upload images and videos of various applications.
“We are best known for vapor technology. That
is our bread and butter. With our commercial/industrial VAPORE® line, we provide customers
with the best of what is available as far as quality
products and choices are concerned — not only
from vapor-only systems, but also vapor and suction capabilities,” Ruffolo said. “We have also
added the continuous fill feature to all of our commercial vapor systems. These are machines with a
cold water reservoir that end-users can fill as they
work, taking away issues with down time. This is
a big focus.”
The concept of ecological vapor cleaning is relatively new to the North American jan/san marketplace,
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most recently in the cannabis industry for cleaning
rooms and equipment.

Being at the forefront of vapor cleaning, new additions and improvements are always being made to the
technology, such as accessories to clean conveyor belt
systems and sink/floor drains, to name a few. Ruffolo
noted that today’s “super bugs” have developed an
ability to fight off some types of disinfectants. They
cannot defend themselves, however, against heat.
“We are using extreme heat to clean the surface
at a disinfecting level. The end-user can then apply
a disinfectant on a surface that has been thoroughly cleaned by our system. This helps that disinfectant better adhere to the surface and enter
crevices,” Ruffolo said.
This system also meets today’s standard for environmental friendliness. As Ruffolo states, “Water is
the primary component. You cannot get any greener.
We work very hard to make sure all of our customers
are completely satisfied with the way we turn around
products and provide assistance. We are always available for customers — not only with technical support,
but also by training their staffs. No one receives our
equipment without being trained.”
Ruffolo encourages people to visit the VPR Impex
Inc. website, as well as its new Facebook and Instagram pages, to find out what other new products and
services will be available in the near future.
Today’s group of products under the
VPR Impex Inc. umbrella will also be showcased
during The ISSA Show North America 2019, in
Las Vegas at booth No. 3475, as well as at other
coming tradeshows located in the United States
and Canada (which are listed on the company
website, www.vprimpex.com.)

DDI System’s eCommerce Technology
Is ISSA Innovation Award Finalist

DDI System’s Inform eCommerce Pro has been recognized as a finalist for the
2019 ISSA Innovation Award. The ISSA Innovation Award Program recognizes
the cleaning industry’s most innovative products and services as voted on by cleaning-industry distributors, building service contractors, in-house service providers
and residential cleaners. The eCommerce solution has been selected as a contender
under the Services & Technology category. Industry professionals can vote online
for the latest innovation through November 15.
“No technology is having a greater impact on wholesale distribution than eCommerce. Buyers are now online, driven by the wealth of information, effective
search, and mobile devices. Evolving distributor strategies must accommodate this
online shift, supporting web-savvy customers with the option to research, compare,
and purchase with a click, with the same ease as in-store visits,” said DDI System’s
CEO/Founder Adam Waller.
Designed for easy deployment, Inform eCommerce Pro connects distributor
storefronts and product catalogs to their operational data from DDI’s Inform ERP
software.
According to the company, this latest DDI innovation delivers a leading-edge
experience for both B2B and B2C retail shoppers while giving distributors full
control over ever-changing product display, specs, related products, video content
and more.
Inform integrates content from trusted partners such as Essendant to support a
best-in-class product catalog, both for digital eCommerce and enhanced sales and
quoting. In addition, Inform eCommerce Pro offers advanced user-friendly features
such as zoom-friendly images, filterable attributes, product quick hover, saved
wish/shopping lists, abandoned cart notifications, site visitor analysis and more.
“We are honored to have been selected as a 2019 ISSA Innovation Award Finalist,” said DDI System’s Director of Marketing Jennifer Luizzi. “ISSA has always
been an incredible supporter of DDI. The annual event is a wonderful opportunity
to connect with our more than 400 jan/san, paper & packaging distributor clients,
while showcasing Inform’s latest technology enhancements and features.”
To learn more about Inform eCommerce Pro and cast a vote for the 2019 Innovation Award, visit DDI System’s online booth. A live demo of Inform’s industryspecific features for jan/san, paper and packaging distributors will be available at
the 2019 ISSA Show North America Booth #1609 in Las Vegas, November 18-21.

From von Drehle:

Transcend Your Expectations

von Drehle will be offering a sneak peek of a new member of its Transcend®
family of towel and tissue dispensers at this year's ISSA Show in Las Vegas, NV.
“On display will be von Drehle’s all-new hands-free electronic towel dispenser
that was designed from the ground up, and is loaded with innovative features. This
new, state-of-the-art dispenser is the perfect addition to the Transcend® family,
and shares many family features such as a push-button lock, one key to fit all of
the dispensers, and is available in black, white and stainless finishes,” said company
representatives.
“To transcend your expectations, stop by von Drehle's booth #3891 to experience
the latest in towel and tissue delivery.”
Visit von Drehle online at www.vondrehle.com or call 800-438-3631.

YOUR GLOBAL LEADER
IN CUSTOM BRUSH SOLUTIONS
COLOR-CODED
FOODSERVICE TOOLS

ROTARY MACHINE BRUSHES AND ACCESSORIES

SONIC SCRUB

NEW SPECIALIZED BROOMS & BRUSHES

DIAMABRUSH™ BY MALISH

800.321.7044

WWW.MALISH.COM

See us at Booth #2568
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Products To View At New Pig’s ISSA Booth

Grippy® Message Mat
“Don’t let your message
get lost in a clutter of rugs
and decals. Make it crystal
clear on the adhesivebacked Grippy® Message
Mat. It stays put to prevent shifting and lets
doors open freely. The
high-traction surface withstands heavy foot and wheeled traffic, and the mat can
be cleaned in place to keep it looking good. Plus, Grippy Mat costs a fraction of
traditional logo mats so you can change as needed to keep your branding fresh,”
said the company.
Stop by booth 1702 to see Grippy® Message Mat and the new Water Absorbing
Products that prevent costly water damage and safety hazards.

NEW
PIG Absorb-&-Lock™ Water
Strips form a barrier between your
cleaning area and the floor beyond
the door. It’s the perfect solution for
containing water from washdowns
and routine floor maintenance.

Soak Up Water Problems Fast
PIG Water Absorbent Mats are engineered to soak up large volumes of water.
Stock them for spills and overflows, pipe
ruptures, roof leaks and other wet weather
problems.

For more information, visit ISSA booth 1702,
call 800-328-2464 or email xdistributor@newpig.com.

From Berk International

The Importance Of Great Customer Service

By Maddie Corrado, Customer Service Manager
Here at Berk International, we pride ourselves in providing an excellent customer service experience. This
attention to detail allows us to build long-lasting relationships with our customers. One of the many aspects
that sets us apart from our competitors is our open line
of communication.
My number one goal when talking with a customer
is that they come away feeling heard and completely
satisfied. It is important to respond to our customers
promptly, no later than a few hours, if not immediately.
Honesty and being realistic is critical in the communication process. For example, there can be issues with
the supply chain in the converting process that may
cause the order to be delayed. In this circumstance, it is critical to clearly
communicate the news—good or bad—to the customer by suggesting a solution and time frame for delivery. This communication lets the customer
know that we’re working on their behalf as partners in the production and
shipping process.
Feedback from our customers helps us refine our processes and procedures,
implementing new systems and strategies in order to stay up-to-date with the
needs of the marketplace. As part of the Berk Team, I am the liaison between
purchasing, sales, order entry and production. Frequent sales and production
meetings allow me to relay information on our customers’ behalf. Customer
service involves more than just checking on order shipments, recommending
compatible products, and working with quality control and purchasing on current and future developments. My production manager, Ray Scheier, and I analyze our customers’ order patterns and work with them to forecast future
orders, so we can better accommodate their needs.
Here at Berk, our customers’ needs are first and foremost, and our longlasting business relationships are very much appreciated. When dealing with
any department here at Berk International LLC, always know that your satisfaction is our number one goal.

Visit Booth #735
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The Dorden Squeegee Warehouse is fully stocked
with our Direct From the Belgian Factory “Moss” Squeegees.
We invite you to contact us regarding the purchase of these
items in Container or Less Than Container quantities.

- Durable, Stainless Steel Carts & Fixtures
- 10 Year Guarantee Against Breakage
- Easily Cleanable Stainless Steel Products

Belgian “Moss” Squeegees are available
with Plastic Frames and Standard Threaded
Sockets. Our Belgian “Moss” Metal Frames
accept all Handles with the Universal
Socket. For customer convenience we
also offer threaded adapters for use
with Standard Threaded Handles.
Remember - Dorden produces a Complete line of Floor Squeegees
in our Factory in Detroit, Michigan. Several configurations
are available for every budget! Inquiries invited.

For more information contact DordenSqueegee @ 1-313-834-7910.
Also, see many of our items online: wwww.DordenSqueegee.com
Made in Michigan! Made in USA!
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Request your free catalog today!
IN THE USA

www.RoyceRolls.net

toll free 800-253-9638

fax 616-361-5976

From Trojan Battery

Power To Get The Job Done

From maintenance backlogs and balancing maintenance budgets, to limited
staff, lack of time to complete work and increasing environmental regulations, the
last thing you need to worry about is the performance of the battery in your floor
machines. Trojan Battery understands the challenges you face, and that is why for
close to 100 years they have focused their experience and expertise in deep-cycle
technology on manufacturing the highest quality batteries available in the industry.
If there’s one thing they have learned over the years, it’s that a truly outstanding
battery must provide rugged durability, long life, and consistent performance day
after day. As the world’s leading supplier of deep-cycle batteries, Trojan understands the importance of these performance features for your daily operations.

That is why Trojan offers the broadest portfolio of high-quality Flooded, AGM,
Gel and Lithium-ion battery products available for floor machine applications.
No matter what technology you require, Trojan batteries will not let you down.
Motive AGM with C-Max Technology™ is engineered with an advanced feature
set that provides outstanding sustained performance and total energy output, delivering the exceptional quality and reliability Trojan batteries are known for. Trojan batteries feature our proprietary Maxguard® T2 Separator and exclusive Alpha
Plus® Paste with T2 Technology™ which provide increased battery life, extended
run time and decreased maintenance. Trojan’s Motive AGM batteries require no
watering, so there is no spillage if they are tipped over, do not create separate
fumes when charging, and are safe to use in hospitals and schools. Durability, reliability and performance mean less unplanned downtime and increased return on
your battery investment.
Trillium™, Trojan’s latest offering of intelligent Lithium batteries feature more
run time, longer life and deliver peace of mind. Trillium is designed and engineered in the USA, and is available in three popular sizes that can be used in a variety of applications in floor cleaning. From its superior cell and battery design to
its intelligent, built-in diagnostics, Trillium offers a range of advanced safety, environmental and electronic features not found in competitive products. With life
expectancy over 5,000 cycles, Trillium will deliver outstanding return on investment over time.
For more information, call 562-236-3000
or visit www.trojanbattery.com.

S
PLASTIC DUSTPANS
• 14 Colors Available
• Large 12-inch
• Small 7-inch
Clipp-On
Phone Number: 1-800-992-0181
Fax Number: 316-267-2930
e-mail address: gscjansplymfr@juno.com
website: giftsalescompany.net
P.O. Box 17082 Wichita, KS 67217

From Americo

TrapEze Disposable Dusting Sheets

“Cleaner floors are within your reach. Independent lab tests show that TrapEze® picks up 73 percent more dust, dirt and debris than the leading brand,”
said Americo.

“More adhesive on the outside of each sheet means more effective dust, dirt,
sand and hair collection.’
Benefits of TrapEze Disposable Dusting Sheets include:
• Tensile strength at more than twice that of its leading competitor for superior durability;
• Disposable dusting sheets are more hygienic;
• Use with any dusting tool;
• Double-sided for extended use;
• No sticky residue; and,
• Private label is available.
Contact Americo for a free sample packet of TrapEze.
Email salesadmin@americomfg.com.

ISSA Booth
696
The Choice of the Professional Since 1907

Specializing in brushes for Janitorial, Construction,
Masonry, and Industrial Maintenance

QUALITY PRODUCTS
RAPID FILL RATES
EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE
CONTACT US TODAY!
Phone: 800-248-2261 * sales@magnoliabrush.com
visit www.magnoliabrush.com
to download a full line CATALOG
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DPA Awards Members

Gem Chemical Co. Inc., (Evansville, IN) was presented the 2018 DPA Founders Award.
Brian Magazine (center) received the award which was presented by
Jeff Tishko (left) and Zachary Haines (DPA).

Gem Chemical Receives DPA’s Founders Award
Distributor Partners of America (DPA), a member-driven buying and marketing group, recently announced the recipient of its Founders Award at its annual
buying and networking conference in Indianapolis, IN. This year’s Founders
Award was the 12th presented in DPA’s history, and went to Gem Chemical Co.,
Inc., (Evansville, IN).
“DPA’s Founders Award recognizes a company or individual that has been with
DPA from the beginning, and that embodies the spirit of the organization. Gem
Chemical Company has been a loyal member of our organization, and they’ve
grown tremendously with DPA’s preferred vendors. Brian Magazine is not only
an exemplary DPA distributor, but he is also an outstanding citizen in his community,” said Zachary T. Haines, DPA CEO.

DPA’s 2018 Distributor of the Year

Joy and Bob Ebaugh of Superior Supply Ltd., (Baltimore, MD) were named 2018 Distributors
of the Year by DPA recently. The award was presented by Jeff Tishko (far left) and Zachary Haines
(far right) (DPA). The award recognizes sales growth over the previous year,
and overall support of DPA’s preferred suppliers.

New Look—
Same Great Wipes!
DPA’s 2018 Supplier of the Year

North American Plastics (NORAMCO of Euclid, OH) was presented DPA’s 2018
Supplier of the Year award. The award recognizes a supplier that has grown in
sales over previous years, and added new DPA distributor accounts.

K
20 Lb. PARA BLOCK
• With Hook,
Or Bag,
Or Both

BUY 100
e
re Frreight
w/ Free
brotex.com | 800.328.2282 | info@brotex.com
Visit Us At ISSA Booth #2312
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Phone Number: 1-800-992-0181
Fax Number: 316-267-2930
e-mail address: gscjansplymfr@juno.com
website: giftsalescompany.net
P.O. Box 17082 Wichita, KS 67217

Proform: Providing Upscale Matting Solutions Through Consultive Distributor Program

ADVERTORIAL

Proform specializes in providing upscale matting solutions for Class A
Properties through our consultative distributor entry matting program.
Summary of our process:
Our website and distributor branded
literature features photos of beautiful
projects in hospitality, office buildings, universities, residential high rise,
retail and healthcare facilities from
coast to coast.
The collaboration is simple:
Our distributor partners generate the
leads and invoice their client. Proform
does everything else including:
• CAD floor plan take-offs;
• Photo renditions;

• Site survey;
• Samples;
• Proposal generation;
• Follow up; and,
• Closing.
There is no cost or commitment for
our dealers or their customers until they
sign off on a proposal.
Proform Guiding Principles:
1. Our goal is to create a beautiful entrance. The appearance of the matting
should meet or exceed the visual standards set by the interior design & architecture of the building.
2. There is no greener way to clean
& improve air quality than to stop the
dirt at the door without chemicals,

labor, or energy.
3. Our mission is to understand the
needs of our clients and help them
achieve the best possible solutions with
respect to:
a. Safety;
b. Layout design (keep the matting in
the natural walk pattern of guests);
c. Color and pattern;
d. Green cleaning;
e. Floor protection;
f. Transport, storage, and re-assembly
(the right weight and size);
g. Budget; and,
4. From property survey to installation Proform guarantees customer delight.

We have many materials, styles, and
colors from which to choose that will
meet any design, function or budget requirements. Proform will create a first
impression that will delight your clients.
For more information, visit
www.proformmat.com.

O’Dell Helps In Preparing Supplies For First Day Of School

DPA Buying Group Welcomes 20 New Jan/San Distributors In 2019

In the last nine months, the DPA Buying Group welcomed 20 new distributor members to its janitorial products
division: All American Paper (Glendale Heights, IL); All Star Cleaning Supply (Danbury, CT); Alta One, Inc.,
(Cheyenne, WY); Aroma Paper & Janitorial Supply (Cutler Bay, FL); Atlas Supply Company (Pekin, IL); Austin
Vacuum SA, Inc. (San Antonio, TX); C.P. Products dba Chem-Pak (San Bernardino, CA); Cash & Carry Warehouse
(Pleasant Hill, CA); Chemco Industries, Inc. (St. Louis, MO); Cloverland Paper Co. (Escanaba, MI); Erie Cotton
Products, Inc. (Erie, PA); Ervin Brothers Distributing (Barnesville, OH); Grundy Supply (Morris, IL); JES Building
Services (Burnaby, BC); Jimmy’s Sales (Lihue, HI); Lancelot Janitorial and Paper Products (Lynn, MA); Sullivan
Supply (Hibbing, MN headquarters); Supply Solutions (Paducah, KY); The Cleaning Supplier (St. George, UT);
and, The Vas-ko Company, Inc. (Toledo, OH).
The DPA Buying Group is a North American buying and networking organization comprised of more than
900 distributors and 230 preferred suppliers in the janitorial, industrial, safety, public safety, packaging
and restoration product industries. Visit www.DPABuyingGroup.com or call (800) 652-7826.

MICROFIBER AND MORE LLC

Staff from The O’Dell Corporation and Ware Shoals (SC) Primary School joined
forces in preparing supplies for the first day of school. O’Dell donated $10,000
to the school for this purpose in June. Pictured from left to right are, front row:
Krystal McGrew, Paige Shaw, and Shawn Davenport. Pictured in the back row
are: Betty Ann McCullough, Carla Holley, Chandler Wells, Michelle Gillard,
Ronda Prince, Wendy Collum and Principal Jason Morrison.
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in Janitorial, Sanitation and Foodservice Distribution.

HIGH PERFORMANCE MICROFIBER
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS
FOR A "MORE POWERFUL CLEAN"
WEB: www.microfiber4sale.com

#PERFECT-CART
Complete Cleaning System

Linking manufacturer, distributor and customers.
SMA serves as a Catalyst for optimizing supply chain
efficiency and effectiveness.

#SPRAY-MOP
New "TRI-SPRAY JET"
SOLUTION MOP
Strategic Market Alliance
www.smasolutions.com | info@smasolutions.com | p: 704.268.3430
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Lindhaus’ Dynamic eco Force:

The World’s Lightest Dual Motor Upright Vacuum

Designed for easy effort and reducing the chance of repetitive strain injuries,
Lindhaus’ Dynamic eco Force 300e, 380e and 450e vacuum cleaners for commercial use offer a two-motor performance that is lighter than single-motor competitors.
Dynamic features a patented distribution system that allows just 1.89 pounds of
handle weight. Both motors and accessories are positioned at the lowest possible
points on the vacuum to reduce upper handle weight, while improving stability.
An adjustable handle lets the user set the proper handle height for a more comfortable shoulder setting. Meanwhile, a dual position handle grip allows for multiple wrist positions during operation, reducing tendon stress.

ALSO THE WORLD’S FASTEST VACUUM CLEANER
Dynamic’s dual fan motor generates over 103 CFM (cubic feet per minute),
while the brush drive motor revolves the brush at 5000 RPMs (revolutions per
minute).
The brush design sweeps dirt and sand from both sides of the brush, toward the
suction intake, at 50 feet per second. A vented plate increases air speed of over
three times on carpet. The Dynamic’s electronic circuit ensures the user optimal
brush speed, while maximizing peak airflow.
No tools are required to replace the brush roller or to clean the base housing.
Onboard accessories include: extension hose with handle grip, telescopic wand,
crevice tool, upholstery tool with bristles and extra replacement bag — all positioned on the back of the machine.

Detroit Garage Works Partners With
RettSyndrome.org To Help Find A Cure

“Detroit Garage Works is partnering again with Miss Cammy Babiarz
(Cammy Can), her family and RettSyndrome.org to find a cure for Rett Syndrome. From October 1 through December 31, 2019, for every gallon of
product sold, Detroit Garage Works
will donate one dollar directly to
Rett Syndrome research for all children affected by Rett — on behalf of
Cammy,” said Detroit Garage
Works.
Rett Syndrome is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder that usually
shows up in infancy. Its symptoms
include loss of muscle coordination, stunted growth, decline of language,
social skills and breathing problems. To date, no cure has been found, however doctors and researchers feel that they are getting close.
Cammy, who has Rett Syndrome, and the employees from Detroit Garage
Works met in 2015, and have been a team in the fight against Rett Syndrome
ever since.
“Detroit Garage Works is a purveyor of high-quality industrial cleaning
products. The company was created by two former ISSA cleaning chemical
pioneers, and assistance from Detroit’s factory workers, mechanics, engineers, airline mechanics, and professional motorsports teams,” according to
a release.
For more information, contact detroitgarageworks.com.
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DEPENDABLE AND DURABLE
Ultra-strong metal brush supports with sealed ball bearings allows the Dynamic to start softly, avoiding excessive wear and tear, while keeping the motor
at a constant speed. The brush motor stops instantly when obstructed to avoid
any damage to the cogged belt and any moving parts.
Dynamically-balanced components throughout all Dynamic models help prevent harmful effects from vibration.

PATENTED DRY CLEANING SYSTEM
In just 10 seconds — and without any tools — the user can install the patented
DCS converter and the Dynamic is ready to dry clean rugs and carpets. Ecological Lindhaus products are available for the maintenance of any textile surface.
The mechanical action of the brush at 5000 RPMs, together with Lindhaus’
cleaning solutions, provide deep cleaning action which leaves carpets and rugs
soft, clean and sanitized.
Dynamic is also equipped with six stages of filtration. At the final stage, an
electrostatic microfilter (3M Filtrete) ensures more than 98 percent of filtration
efficiency at 0.3 micron. The user can install the optional S-Class Hepa filters
for health care environments, which assure 99.97 percent of filtration efficiency
at 0.3 micron.
To trap offensive odors, the Lindhaus’ carbon active/microfilters can be used.
All exhaust filters are impregnated with total antiseptic treatment to avoid the
outflow of living micro-organisms.

REACH ANY AREA WITH MAXIMUM MANEUVERABILITY
Dynamic is available in three sizes and can operate on any dimension of carpeted surface. That includes hotel rooms, corridors, ballrooms, show rooms,
stores, restaurants, cinemas and conference rooms. An electronic circuit permits
users to correctly regulate the height of the brush roll.
And, thanks to interchangeable shoe plates and simple adjustments, Dynamic
can also be used to clean hard floors, including ceramic, linoleum, marble and
wood.
Contact Lindhaus at 1-800-498-7526, send email to info@lindhaus.com,
or visit www.lindhaus.com for more information.

Bullen Management Team Hosts
Employee Appreciation Breakfast

The Bullen Companies recently held an employee appreciation breakfast. The breakfast was served by the management to the employees. The
menu included a selection of omelets (made to order), bacon, scrapple,
scrambled eggs, fruit, bagels and more.
The Bullen Companies has been serving the janitorial supply industry
since 1939. Its line of branded products include: Airx, Truekleen, Clausen,
e-clean, SanoVerde and One Up along with hundreds of private label programs worldwide.

To learn more about The Bullen Companies, email
sales@bullenonline.com
or visit www.bullenonline.com.

Speaker Shares Best Practices For Better Leadership Results

By Harrell Kerkhoff
Maintenance Sales News Editor

trainer Jeffrey Gitomer, who said, “You cannot purchase trust at
any price ... but over time, you can build it for free.”
Alofsin then outlined the “Seven Rules Of Trust” for better
An in-depth understanding of leadership characteristics and leadership. They are:
1). Trust requires time — To “get” trust, you have to first
vision can greatly assist a person throughout his/her career path,
regardless of one’s position within a company. That was the cen- “give” trust.
“For example, as you build faith in your people, it’s important
tral message presented by Gail Lowney Alofsin, president of Auto first trust that the assignments you give them
thentic Measurable Performance (AMP!),
are getting done,” she said.
author and university professor, during a recent
2). Trust needs boundaries — Personal
presentation. Her session was titled, “Chalk
versus professional.
Out Your Career Path! The Foundations Of
3). Trust develops through learning — InLeadership.”
volving knowledge and proficiency.
Attendees explored core skills that they can
As a leader, Alofsin explained it’s important
work on to refresh and hone their leadership
to stay on top of business/industry changes and
prowess. Alofsin also focused on “best pracevents.
tices” in written and verbal communication
“Make sure to stay knowledgeable and prothat enhance professionalism and productivity
ficient,” she said. “It helps to read industry trade
in the workplace.
magazines and monitor social media and
From the frontlines at work to the corporate
LinkedIn.”
office, Alofsin explained that leadership is a
4). Trust grows through reliability —
skill that can be developed and enhanced by a
Make everyday productive.
person’s daily choices and actions. Therefore,
5). Trust is tough — Straightforward and
each person should ask him/herself, “Where
solution-focused.
am I on the leadership ladder versus where I
Gail Lowney Alofsin
6). Trust requires “loyalty to the absent”
want to be?”
— No gossip or perpetuation of rumors.
Alofsin explained that a good leader does not engage in comHAPPINESS, AT THE INTERSECTION
To show a correlation between general happiness and pany gossip.
7). Trust requires true leadership — Honesty and integrity.
career/leadership success, Alofsin discussed the works of Jennifer
“If you consider yourself a leader, what are your relationships
Aaker, professor of marketing at the Stanford University Graduate
School of Business. Dr. Aaker’s work has demonstrated a rela- like at work? Do people like you? Do they want to be around you?
Are you positive? Do you have a good attitude?” Alofsin asked.
tionship between:
“What is your reputation in the industry? Are you reliable? Are
n What a person loves to do;
you resourceful? Are you remarkable?”
n What that person does well;
On the latter point, she discussed the book Purple Cow: Transn What the world needs; and,
form Your Business By Being Remarkable, by Seth Godin. The
n What the world is willing to pay for.
Found within those four areas are a person’s true passion, vo- book addresses the importance of standing out among the comcation, career and desire to be charitable, with the intersection of petition, to be a “purple cow” in a field full of regular cows.
“As a leader, how do you become a ‘purple cow’ with your
all four leading to a person’s true happiness. A happy person is
spouse, friends, co-workers and clients? What are you doing to
often on the right track to be a good leader.
A willingness to learn is also critical to leadership. To make be remarkable?” Alofsin asked. “It’s your job, as a leader, to be
that point, Alofsin quoted the late Zig Ziglar, noted author and remarkable — if not each day, at least two days a week.”
motivational speaker, who said, “If you are not willing to learn —
no one can help you. If you are determined to learn — no one can
LEADERSHIP CHALLENGES
stop you.”
Being a leader can be compared to pushing a large rock up a
Alofsin explained that developing leadership skills is a contin- hill. Once on top of the hill, the rock has the tendency to roll back
ual process. A person can always improve his/her skills.
down.
“What does ‘leadership’ mean to you? Think about impactful
“That is what our lives can be like as leaders. There are certain
leaders who you knew from your past. What traits did they ex- challenges to being an effective leader,” Alofsin said.
hibit?” Alofsin asked.
Those challenges often include everyday minutiae controlling
Such traits may have included: trust, loyalty, honesty, vision, a leader’s time and taking over what he/she wants to accomplish.
the ability to listen, guidance, authenticity, courage, passion, wis- Another challenge can involve inclusion, such as the fear of being
dom, knowledge, character, integrity and being nonjudgmental.
left out of important decisions or inadvertently leaving other peoTo further make her point on the importance of strong leader- ple out. There is also the challenge of maintaining loyalty to, and
ship, Alofsin referenced research conducted by Dr. Sonja from, co-workers.
Lyubomirsky, of the University of California, Riverside. That reWhen it comes to leadership, however, Alofsin stressed the imsearch has shown a strong relationship between positive leader- portance of always striving for excellent performance. To make
ship and success. According to the professor, companies with her point, she discussed the “salt shaker” leadership philosophy
positive leadership are:
from Danny Meyer. He is a restaurateur, business professional and
n 50 percent more likely to have lower employee turnover;
author of the book Setting the Table, which focuses on the power
n 44 percent more likely to have higher customer satisfaction; of hospitality in restaurants, business and life.
and,
When it comes to leadership, Meyer stated: “Your staff and
n 38 percent more likely to build productive teams.
your guests are always moving your ‘salt shaker’ off center (on a
Alofsin asked attendees at the session to write down positive dinner table). That’s their job. It’s the job of life. It’s the law of
lessons about leadership they have acquired over the years from entropy. Until you understand that, you’re going to be aggravated
a teacher, parent, coach and/or pastor. She then asked the attendees every time someone moves the salt shaker off center. It is not your
if they have “paid” those valuable lessons forward to subordinates. job to get upset.”
“Why is that important? One reason is, the more you mentor
In this analogy, the salt shaker represents the core of a company,
others, the more you are also teaching yourself,” Alofsin said, and the true reason to come to work.
adding that there are always key lessons to be learned from posi“All day long, people pull leaders away from the core. It’s a
tive mentors/leaders.
leader’s responsibility, however, to get back to the core, to get
Such leaders often find success by including their subordinates back to the center,” Alofsin said.
in “the big picture,” keeping those people better informed, asking
She added that Meyer goes on to state: “Your job (as a leader)
for their opinions, demonstrating intelligence, sharing knowledge is to move the salt shaker back each time, and let people know
and earning people’s trust.
exactly what you stand for. Let them know what excellence looks
On the latter point, Alofsin quoted noted author and business like to you. Wherever your center lies, know it, name it, stick to

it and believe in it. Everyone who works with you will then know
what really matters to you, and will RESPECT and APPRECIATE
your unwavering values.”
Alofsin added that developing and working on natural attributes
can go a long way in helping leaders stick to the core of what they
want to achieve. Those attributes can include: inclusion of others,
self control, flexibility, cooperative attitude, self awareness, enthusiasm, honesty and directness. It’s also critical for leaders to
develop good communication skills, which is often easier said
than done.
“I’ve been teaching communication at a university for a long
time and guess what, I’m still not a perfect communicator,” she
said.
Despite such imperfection, Alofsin focuses on the importance
of “kaizen,” a Japanese word for “improvement.” In business,
kaizen refers to activities designed to continuously improve all
functions of a company and involve all employees.
“Because no one will ever be perfect or reach 100 percent,
kaizen helps us constantly improve, with the understanding that
we can always get better,” Alofsin said.
She added that when improving one’s communication skills,
it’s important to understand:
n Most people have the capacity to listen to 400 words per
minute, but most people only speak at 125 words per minute. That
means listeners often zone in and out during a conversation. The
question remains, how can people speak more effectively and listen more intently?
n When it comes to most people’s interpersonal skills, 55 percent of communication is from body language, 38 percent is from
tone of voice and 7 percent is from actual words.
n Email sent does not automatically mean email received or
read. Alofsin added that email messages generally should not be
longer than a person’s thumb as people’s devices keep getting
smaller, making emails harder to read.
n Face-to-face communication can be improved upon when
focusing each conversation on the other person, rather than oneself.
Alofsin added when communicating, as in life, it’s important
to be open to change and new ideas. She quoted the late author
and motivational speaker, Wayne Dyer, who said, “Change the
way you look at things, and the things you look at change.”

A CLEAR SENSE OF DIRECTION

Having a clear sense of direction that includes vision, purpose,
consensus and an action plan is very helpful when developing
leadership skills, according to Alofsin.
“As a leader, ask yourself, ‘What can I do in the next 30, 60
and 90 days to improve?’” she said.
Part of that improvement revolves around self-education, which
can come in the form of educational apps, podcasts and books on
tape.
“There are a lot of great podcasts available on career development. One podcast I love is How I Built This. It shares stories of
how successful businesses were developed,” she said. “As you
think about your career goals and leadership, also think about your
vision and purpose. Ask yourself, ‘Why am I here? What am I trying to achieve?’”
Being a leader also requires having a great attitude. Alofsin
shared three tips to help leaders remain positive while building up
the people around them, both at work and elsewhere. They are:
n Show More Teeth — “We all need to show more teeth,
which, of course, involves more smiles. There are too many people looking down today. Everybody is looking at their phones, and
fewer people seem to be smiling. It’s important then for you, as a
leader, to be the ‘smile,’” she said. “Be the first to say ‘Good
morning,’ and, ‘How are you doing?’”
n You Are Your Company — “Wherever you go, represent
your company well. Don’t ever talk bad about the boss, fellow
workers or clients. All that does is make you, as a company representative, look bad,” Alofsin said.
n Re-recruit — It’s easy to lose quality people within a company. Alofsin said steps must be taken by company leaders to help
“re-recruit” good employees.
Visit www.gailspeaks.com or
www.gailalofsin.com for more information.
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XYNYTH Manufacturing Corp. Booth 1149
XYNYTH Manufacturing Corp. has been a leader in the
manufacturing industry for more than three decades. It offers a
variety of safe and eco-friendly high-quality ice melters.
For the ISSA Show
2019, XYNTH presents
Winter Warrior Enviro Leader.
This product contains CMA,
and has been specially formulated to meet LEED standards.
CMA is made of dolomite lime
and acetic acid and acts as a
corrosion inhibitor.
This product is a viable
economical Green sustainable option for melting ice
around Green/LEED eco-buildings. It is very powerful, and will
work in temperatures as low as -21C (-6 F).

Call 1-800-MELT-ICE or visit www.xynyth.com
for more information.

Detroit Garage Works

Nyco Products Co.

MARVALOSA Cleaners & Deodorizers –
Now in New Tropical Breeze Fragrance
Now there is a safer choice in clean. MARVALOSA Concentrated Multi-Purpose Cleaner & Deodorizer is available in a new
Tropical Breeze fragrance. With the same professional-strength
cleaning power as original
Fresh Lavender MARVALOSA, it
cleans and deodorizes a variety
of surfaces including ﬂoors,
walls, countertops, woodwork
and any surface that is watersafe. They are especially effective on ﬂoors because they are
concentrated and leave facilities smelling fresh and clean.
MARVALOSA Tropical Breeze and MARVALOSA Fresh Lavender
are both pH neutral and both EPA Safer Choice-certiﬁed, making them safer for people and the environment. Whether you
choose Tropical Breeze fragrance or Fresh Lavender, both offer
a Safer Choice in clean.
www.nycoproducts.com

DPA Buying Group

The all new Highland Park Foaming Skincare line is a perfect
blend of luxurious foam, lite fragrance and skin compatible
surfactants to provide a truly refreshing hand wash without
drying the hands. Available in three different types, lotion foam,
alcohol-free sanitizing foam, and antimicrobial foam.
Packaged 6-1000ml
recyclable bags per case to
fit our FastFill® dispenser for
easy replacement and
virtually zero waste.
Excellent for office, schools,
medical facilities, retail and
much more.
For inquires please visit us
at: www.dg-works.com
or 800-745-9837

Nittany Paper Mills, Inc.

Booth 2301

Upgrade your washroom system with
a reliable, mechanical hands-free/
push bar dispenser. The NP-224’s
sleek design and modern styling will
improve the look of any washroom.
The NP-224 dispenser’s easy
installation makes for effortless
change out. The efficient self-threading
auto-transfer system and transparent
window, help reduce run-outs and
wasted toweling, saving you on
maintenance costs.
Call 1-888-288-7907 or
visit www.nittanypaper.com.

Booth 918

Kruger Products

Booth 3735

EMBASSY® AND WHITE SWAN®
KITCHEN TOWEL POLY PACKS

With 15 rolls per poly pack, this retail style format
makes it convenient for smaller restaurants and quick
service cafeterias, medical and dental clinics, office
administrators and cleaners to keep enough Kitchen Towels
on hand to meet their day-to-day needs. The inner Kitchen
Towel rolls are made with premium quality paper and are
individually poly-wrapped to help prevent contamination.
Both poly packs feature an easy to carry bundle bag.
Visit ISSA Booth 3735 or krugerproducts.com/afh
for more information.

Aluf Plastics

Booth 960

DPA’s Buyers Guide is a handy desktop reference for the
group’s distributor members that showcases over 230 of the
industry’s leading suppliers.
The listing is broken down by
each vendor’s product category
across DPA’s various market
segments including: facility
maintenance supplies, safety
equipment and clothing, industrial tools, packaging products,
and public safety. All DPA preferred suppliers are listed in the
directory with their associated
products.
By utilizing this guide, DPA distributors can quickly and easily ﬁnd products through the group to
take advantage of DPA’s quarterly marketing allowances, extra promotions, better negotiated pricing and lower order minimums.
Learn more about DPA and this resource at
www.DPABuyingGroup.com or call (800) 652-7826.

Bro-Tex, Inc.

RELIABLE • STYLISH • EFFICIENT
Introducing The New NP-224 Roll Towel Dispenser

Booth 963

Booth 2312

Briarwood Products

Booth 1810

From Brotex: Orange Peels® Plus
Quickly clean hands,
tools, and hard surfaces
with Orange Peels® Plus.
The dual-texture wet
wipes work fast to remove
grease, oil-based stain,
ink, paint, sealant, caulk
and epoxy. Available in
a canister, reﬁll pack and
individual foil packs.

Visit www.brotex.com for more information.
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Jails and correctional facilities are now safer with Briarwood’s
Shank-free cleaning tools. They are equipped to handle all
cleaning tasks safely and securely, within each facility.
The Shank-Free product line is made from a special rubbery plastic that will virtually eliminate an inmate’s ability to hand-craft
weapons. The Shank-Free and Metal-Free line is comprised of
sweeping brooms, push brooms, plastic and ﬁberglass handles,
dust mop frames, wet mop holders and surface cleaning tools.
Briarwood Products offers a full line of high quality cleaning tool
products that can be used for correctional and commercial use.
Visit www.BriarwoodProducts.com.

von Drehle Corp.

Booth 3891

New Transcend® Smart-CoreTM Bath Tissue
Transcend your expectations with von Drehle’s new Transcend®
Smart-CoreTM Bath Tissues — a high capacity solution in a spacesaving design. These soft, absorbent tissues are perfect for hightrafﬁc, limited-space areas. Transcend® Smart-CoreTM Bath Tissues
feature reduced packaging, reduced storage space requirements,
and greatly reduce maintenance demands and associated costs.
These cost-effective tissues are available in 1- or 2-ply, either
virgin ﬁber or Green Seal™
Certiﬁed recycled ﬁber, and
are available in lengths
from 350 feet per roll to
1,145 feet per roll. Transcend® Smart-CoreTM Bath
Tissues now feature 4-inch
perforated sheets to reduce consumption, and allow for quick comparisons against other similar items in the marketplace.
• High capacity - more tissue per roll for fewer reﬁlls.
• Reduced packaging - 27 percent more tissue per case cube.
• Space-saving – perfect for smaller areas.
Visit www.vondrehle.com.

Spartan Chemical Company, Inc. Booth 2427
foamyiQ™
A recent study shows restrooms
receive more than half of the
cleaning complaints in a facility.
The most common restroom complaints are related to dispensers,
with 17% resulting from broken or
empty hand hygiene dispensers.
With foamyiQ there are no
costly dispensers to install, maintain or repair. And no reﬁlling is
necessary. When foamyiQ is empty,
simply remove it from the bracket
and snap on a fresh new one.
Visit:
www.spartanchemical.com

Americo Manufacturing Co.

Booth 2359

We’ve Got the Dirt
on the Competition

Independent tests show TrapEze®
Disposable Dusting Sheets
pick up 73% more dust, dirt and
debris, than the leading brand.

Visit ISSA Booth 2359
www.americotrapeze.com

EES, Inc.

advap.com

Science Validates TANCS®-Equipped
Steam Vapor Systems

Booth 1702

PIG Grippy® Floor Mat, the world’s ﬁrst adhesive-backed mat,
has been proven to virtually eliminate slips, trips and falls.
Grippy Mat lays
flat, sticks tight and
never bunches, ripples or shifts like
rubber-backed mats.
Its absorbent top
layer soaks in moisture while trapping
dirt and salt – making Grippy Mat ideal
for entranceways.
Easy to clean, sweep, vacuum, mop – mat won’t budge, and
built to last up to three months before changeouts – peels up
easily. Entranceways, or wherever there’s a risky area for slipand-fall injuries, Grippy Floor Mat is the only proven solution for
creating safer walkways.
www.grippymat.com

Kruger Products

EES Inc. specializes in manufacturing
unique solid and liquid air fresheners
for the janitorial and industrial markets.
The company’s liquid deodorant, Spray-A-Jell, sprays like a
liquid, clings like a jell and provides long-lasting air freshening to
trash can liners, under
sinks, behind commodes
and anywhere else longterm air freshening is desired. Available in 8 oz.
and quart bottles.
EES Inc. long-lasting,
solid deodorant air freshener comes in multifragrances, and is available in
the 24-count Bottle-O-Beads or the Slimline Flap Over Cards, which
can be hung on a display. The air freshener beads can be used in
vacuum cleaner bags, air vents, cars, closets, hampers, etc.
Visit www.eesatl.com.

Advanced Vapor Technologies

New Pig Corp.

Microfiber and More LLC

Booth 3735

The Titan® Bold proprietary roll towel and tissue line of
dispensers offers unique features in an ultra-modern design.
• Smooth-Cut Roll Towel Dispenser: Has a “suspensionlike” roller with integrated roll dampening technology, enabling
easy pulls and smooth
dispensing.
• Electronic Hybrid Roll
Towel Dispenser: Features
an ADA compliant back-up
mechanical override lever
allowing access to towel
even if batteries run out.
• Auto-Cut JBT Dispenser: An innovative ﬁrst to the North
American market that dispenses individual 9” sheets to reduce
tissue use and risk of toilet clogging.
• Mini-Max JBT Dispenser: Holds the equivalent of ten conventional bathroom tissue rolls, offering maximum capacity with
minimal space requirements.
Visit ISSA Booth 3735 or
krugerproducts.com/afh
for more information.

J&M Technologies, Inc.

Booth 3235

KIT-PRESS — Complete Finish System

A collection of peer-reviewed studies confirm that steam vapor
systems equipped with Advanced Vapor Technologies’ TANCS®
are faster and more effective than conventional disinfectants.
“The efﬁcacy of the steam vapor system is important because even
strong chemical disinfectants such as bleach, when allowed 20 minutes of dwell time, did not achieve the same degree of kill that
the TANCS®-equipped unit accomplished
in three seconds.” — Dr. Chuanwu Xi,
University of Michigan.
“A 99.9999 percent reduction of MRSA and
VRE on surfaces within 5 seconds is a level of
performance that chemical disinfectants
may never achieve." — Dr. Benjamin Tanner,
Antimicrobial Test Laboratories.
And according to researchers at
Clemson University, TANCS® is the only
product that has demonstrated its efﬁcacy
against a human norovirus surrogate,
feline calicivirus, on carpet in peer-review format.
800-997-6584 • office@advap.com

• Pocket Mop Systems. Mops will not fall off frame.
• Touchless pocket mop frame.
• Compact easy use and care design.
• Includes: Press Bucket with Lid, Pocket Frame and Handle,
6 each Pocket Finish Mops.
For more information on this incredible cleaning system
contact: Email: info@microfiber4sale.com.

J&M’s new release of its e-commerce software includes
a new style, autocomplete searching, and mobile-friendly one
click ordering. Distributors use J&M to easily generate an
e-commerce site containing only the items they sell. Features
include user-friendly navigation, order history, unique customer pricing, and punchout capability.
J&M compiles the product data for the site from its
database (images and descriptions) of 350,000 JanSan
products. For over 20 years, J&M has been the industry’s
trusted provider of e-commerce solutions.
www.jmcatalog.com
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Trojan Battery Company

Booth 1760

POWER TO GET THE JOB DONE
Trojan Battery understands the last thing you need to worry
about is the performance of the battery in your floor machines.
For close to 100 years we have focused our
expertise in deep-cycle battery
technology on manufacturing
the highest quality batteries
available. We know that a
truly outstanding battery must
provide rugged durability, long
life, and consistent performance
day after day. That is why Trojan offers
the broadest portfolio of high-quality Flooded, AGM, Gel and
Lithium-ion battery products available for ﬂoor machine applications.
Motive AGM with C-Max Technology™ is engineered with an
advanced feature set that provides outstanding sustained
performance and total energy output, delivering the exceptional
quality and reliability Trojan batteries are known for. Trojan batteries
feature our proprietary Maxguard® T2 Separator and exclusive
Alpha Plus® Paste with T2 Technology™ which provide increased
battery life, extended run time and decreased maintenance.
562.236.3000 • www.trojanbattery.com

DDI System

Booth 1609

Morgro, Inc.

Booth 1049

Morgro’s Sno-Plow ice melter is formulated to meet those
situations where maximum performance as well as pricing demands are critical. The product is a combination of sodium chloride and magnesium chloride. Sno-Plow works in temperatures
as low as -27º F. Each particle of Sno-Plow is coated, not blended,
with magnesium chloride, creating product uniformity and efﬁciency. Also, the inhibitor in Sno-Plow’s Liqui-Fire™ melting enhancer helps reduce corrosion on exposed metals.
Sno-Plow is safe to use on concrete and will not harm trees,
shrubs or other vegetation when used as
directed. It’s also safe on carpets and ﬂoors,
leaving no oily residue. Sno-Plow’s green
colored granules reduce the possibility of
over-application. The product comes in a
wide variety of packaging sizes.
Other Morgro ice melter
products include: Ice Fighter
Plus, Cal-Melt and Deep Thaw.
Visit www.morgro.com
for more information.

RJ Schinner Co.

Booth 1301

DDI System’s Inform eCommerce Pro is taking distributors
to the next level with innovative technology designed to turn
product search into product sales. This flexible new addition to
DDI’s platform is supported by Inform’s powerful Product Information Manager (PIM) which distributes product content to
the eCommerce platform, as
well as Inform ERP screens,
printed price quotes, reports,
and Inform mobile apps.
• Real-time, customer-speciﬁc pricing and branch-level inventory,
live order, invoice, and sales history inquiry look up for a reliable selfservice experience on any device;
• Centralized product data stores and organizes content like
multiple images, spec sheets, product speciﬁcations and much more
for distribution to your web store and throughout your business;
• Fully connected to Inform ERP Software to provide seamless
synchronization for both B2B and B2C.
DDI Gets you online in under 3 months with DDI's team of
eCommerce specialists.
Visit DDI System at Booth #1609 at ISSA,
online at ddisystem.com/issa or
call us for a personalized consultation: 877-599-4334.

The Gift Sales Co.
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Among the wide variety of janitorial supplies available from
The Gift Sales Co., is the 12-inch, 20-gauge metal dust pan. The
product, manufactured in the USA, is made with one-piece reinforced construction and is powder coated.
A single pack contains 1 dozen, while 48 or 60 dozen are
available per pallet. The Gift Sales Co., is located in Wichita, KS,
the center of the continental United States, for more reasonable
freight rates and shorter delivery times.
Visit www.giftsalescompany.net, call 1-800-992-0181
or email gscjansplymfr@juno.com for more information.

Tork, an Essity brand

Booth 2133

The Tork PeakServe® Continuous™ Hand Towel System
will be on display at the 2019 ISSA Show, and Tork will be
previewing two new additions to the Tork PeakServe dispenser
assortment: Tork PeakServe Recessed and Tork PeakServe Mini,
available from Spring 2020. Neither a roll towel nor folded
towel system, Tork PeakServe is designed to better serve
high-traffic restrooms by helping facility managers minimize
maintenance time and improve restroom traffic flow. Now,
Tork PeakServe offers a broader dispenser assortment, making
it easier for facility service managers to switch to this awardwinning hand drying solution.
Drop by booth 2133 during ISSA to learn more.
Visit torkusa.com/PeakServe today.

Nexstep Commercial Products Booth 1521
Nexstep Commercial Products (Exclusive Licensee of
O-Cedar) is proud to announce its new

MaxiRough® Platform Truck
• Utility platform has a sleek and
compact design.
• Black industrial grade plastic deck
will not rust, dent, chip or discolor.

Empress™ paper products are a broad line of paper
disposables, with a wide array of high quality, economical
options, designed for a variety of applications. These products
are a perfect choice for restaurants, lodging, healthcare and
ofﬁces, and include Facial Tissue, Bath Tissue, Jumbo Bath
Tissue, Dinner Napkins, Luncheon Napkins, Beverage Napkins, Dispenser Napkins, Hardwound Roll Towels, Kitchen Roll
Towels, Center Pull Towels, Folded Towels, and a variety of
Dispensers. Empress™ paper products are sure to impress.
Visit www.empress-products.com.

Royce Rolls Ringer Company

Booth 735

In need of a durable EVS cart with a smaller footprint? The
Royce Rolls Ringer Company introduces its Standard MP Series
Microfiber Cart (Item #MP36E) with overall dimensions of 23” x 33”
x 42 ½” tall with the handle extended. This stainless steel cart has a
short platform for tools to rest with a microﬁber Squeeze Bin that sets
on top of the cabinet. The stainless steel Squeeze Bin
stores several microﬁber pads in solution
and saves on water, chemicals, and back
injuries while increasing productivity.
Also included is the Snaprack tool holder
used in conjunction with the Stick Corral.
The Snaprack offers an efﬁcient way to
keep mop sticks and tools in place with
the stretch mount toggle strap, while the
Stick Corral prevents sticks from slipping
off the cart. All MP Series carts come preassembled and loaded with many other features including the locking door, zip bag, trash
lid, 12” x 16” pouch, 14” x 24” pouch, mesh bag, wet ﬂoor sign, sign
holder, and 5” quiet thermoplastic rubber, non-marking wheels.
Longer platform carts for traditional mop buckets and wringers or
microfiber tubs are also available. The Royce Rolls Ringer Company
manufactures its merchandise in the United States and offers a ten
year guarantee on all of its stainless steel products.
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www.roycerolls.net

• The upright handle locks into
place for a secure push or pull.
• 250 lb load capacity.

6970 MaxiRough®
Platform Truck

Visit www.ocedarcommercial.com.

Kutol Products Co.

Booth 1515

New! Kutol® Pro Industrial Hand Care Program
Kutol Pro’s new, three-step program keeps working hands
clean, while helping to prevent occupational dermatitis.
• Step 1 – Apply Kutol Pro BEFORE WORK™ Hand Cream to
help repel industrial soils, and
make it easier to wash them away.
• Step 2 – Clean hands with
Kutol Pro Heavy Duty Hand
Wipes, or one of seven Kutol Pro
Heavy Duty Hand Cleaners in a
variety of colors, cleaning agents,
scrubbers and fragrances.
• Step 3 – Apply Kutol Pro
AFTER WORK™ Hand Cream at
the end of the day, to soothe, moisturize and restore dry skin.
Kutol Pro products are available in many dispensing options,
including DuraView and Capacity Plus Wall Mount, Hand Wipes,
Flat Top & Pump Gallons, and new Portable Bottles and Tubes.
Call 800-543-4641, email sales@kutol.com
or visit www.kutol.com.

Intercon Chemical

Booth 2659

RTG Cleaning Products

Kruger Products

Booth 3735

When ﬁrst impressions count, Chalet 2 and 3-ply napkins
offer premium quality with an upscale look, better than everyday
napkins. Their superior wet strength and durability help to reduce
overall consumption and provide
the extra strength required for
any foodservice environment.
The 3-ply napkin is a great
alternative to linen-like napkins as a cost effective solution
for higher-end restaurants.
The large-sized open dimensions minimize cutlery overhang
and maximize lap coverage and
the six-sided sealed packaging reduces
the risk of contamination.

The product line includes:
• Glass & Multi-Surface Cleaner • Citrus Neutral Degreaser
• All Purpose Cleaner & Degreaser
• All Purpose Cleaner with Bleach • Foaming Tub & Tile Cleaner
• Odor Neutralizer • Stainless Steel Cleaner & Polish
• Oven & Grill Cleaner • High Temp Grill Cleaner
• Manual Pot & Pan Detergent
• Disinfectant Spray • No Rinse Sanitizer

Visit ISSA Booth 3735 or
krugerproducts.com/afh
for more information.

www.InterconChemical.com • www.RTGclean.com

Dorden & Co., Inc.

WizKid Products

Booth 1915

A Boost Of Energy For Battery
Powered Floor Cleaning Equipment

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS

RTG (Ready To Go) is a
complete line of cleaning products
designed for everyday use.
RTG cleaners provide ease of use
while delivering exceptional performance. RTG is the solution for all your
kitchen and housekeeping needs.
Cleaning has never been so easy!

U.S. Battery Mfg. Co.

Booth 577

U.S. Battery Manufacturing’s new Endurance Plus deep-cycle
batteries for ﬂoor cleaning equipment offer longer operation time
to get the entire job done.
The company’s US 2000 XC2 6-volt
and US 12VRX XC2 12-volt
batteries are two of the most
widely used in the commercial
cleaning industry, and are designed to provide high-performance at a better value, to help
lower annual operating costs.
Endurance Plus batteries are
manufactured in the U.S.A., and feature molded-in UTL terminals that have
torque values consistent with current burned-on
UTL versions. With U.S. Battery’s exclusive XC2 formulation, these
batteries also offer the highest initial capacity, fastest cycle-up
time to full-rated capacity, improved recharge ability, and the
highest total energy delivered than any battery in their class.
Visit www.USBattery.com.

Step1 Software Solutions

Booth 3234

DordenSqueegee has expanded its warehousing for Belgian
Moss Floor Squeegees, and is stocked and ready for immediate
delivery of full or partial container loads.

Included in the expansion are:
• More plastic frame squeegees in 3 sizes;
• Additional Moss Squeegees with splash guard (heavy-duty);
• Excellent quality/longevity;
• Dries ﬂoor as liquid is being squeegeed; and,
• Sample stock available for evaluation.
Dorden also produces a full line of USA-made squeegees.
For more information, call 313-834-7910
or visit www.dordensqueegees.com.

Sky Systems

Booth 2212

The Sky-Slender™ high speed hand dryer dries hands completely in 10 to 15 seconds. Sky-Slender™ is a true slim hand
dryer. The product provides a smooth appearance with cover
screws on the bottom. Patented parallel dual air outlets allow high
drying efﬁciency and quiet operation. Thin proﬁle protrudes less
than 4 inches (10 cm) from the wall. The product is Americans
with Disabilities Act-compliant.
Sky-Slender™ provides a wide drying area and allows users
to dry hands more naturally and comfortably. There is an air speed
adjustment and on/off heater switch. Standby power is less than
0.5W. Blue action light indicates sensor range and maximum drying efﬁciency. The product is easy to service.
Visit www.skysystemscoinc.com.

STEP1’s CRM goes way beyond simple prospecting. CRM helps
your reps sell up and down their existing accounts. CRM shows
reps items that this customer is not buying that other very similar
customers are buying.
Easily identify opportunities that are both proﬁtable and attainable. Allows users to quickly and easily log activities and sync the
next appointment with their Outlook calendar.
For more information visit www.step1.com.

Haviland Corp.

Booth 1567

Aqualir Pro™ was developed with specially compounded
pure premium Natural Rubber for applications where heavyduty impact and wear
resistance in harsh real
world environments is
required.
Aqualir Pro™ offers
outstanding resilience,
strength and resistance
to cutting, tearing and abrasion. Aqualir Pro™ is custom engineered in a sterile environment, using a homogeneous mixing
method. Every batch is tested to meet speciﬁcations with an accuracy of .01mm with stringent dimensional control. Tensile and
ozone testing is also conducted on each batch. Certiﬁcations include REACH, RoHS, PAH and CE.
With more than 40 years’ experience in manufacturing blades
for sweeper/scrubber machines and more than 70 years’ experience in working with different rubber compounds; Haviland Corporation has used this expertize to develop Aqualir Pro™.
Manufacturing squeegees is not just a small facet of
Haviland’s business; it’s Haviland’s main business.
Visit www.havilandcorp.com.

Perform Manufacturing

Booth 1801
Products That Perform!

Ream contains unique
citrus-scented granules that
clean and maintain drains.
This thermo-chemical drain
line opener and maintainer
destroys the main causes of
slow moving and blocked
drains (hair, soap scum and
slime); therefore,
it eliminates many other
debris from also becoming
tangled, matted and trapped.
Simple and safe to
use in pipes 2 inches
or less (pH 14).
For more information, visit
www.performmfg.com.
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CP Industries
Typical matting manufacturers have been supplying their
distributors and consuming clients with squares and rectangles
as the only solution to your need for entry mattting.
Proform supports our Distributors & Class A clients with our
professional design & installation team to deliver entry matting that meets
the design standards of the architectural and design
community.
Free services
such as CAD takeoffs, logo design,
schematic floorplan layout, and
photo renditions help our distributor partners deliver the ultimate
solution to their clients... Entry matting that exceeds customer
expectations, makes a visual impact, WOWs clients, visitors, &
guests, while improving the safety and green cleaning of their
facilities.
Call Proform today to start the process: 888-331-3100
www.proformmat.com • sales@proformmat.com

Chase Products Co.

Booth 1667

www.chaseproducts.com

NPS Corporation

Booth 749

ACS Industries

Booth 3027

Cost-effective floor maintenance is easy with just water
and the Duala™ dual-purpose, clean & shine floor pad,
under a low-speed or autoscrubber floor machine.

CP Industries is proud to announce that Superior
Sno-N-Ice Melter® and Premiere Ice Melter® have
earned the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
Design for the Environment (DfE) recognition.

Whether you need to protect your front walk, your loading
docks, or your multi-million dollar parking structure, CP Industries
has developed a full line of ice melters for every job and every
budget. For over 30 years, our distributors have appreciated our
dedication to excellent customer service and providing educational material to help them understand our products better. Our
products are available in boxes or tough poly bags.
Call CP Industries at 1-800-453-4931 or
visit www.cpindustries.com.

Bullen Companies, Inc.

Booth 1767

Craft Blenders
of Specialty
Cleaning
Products

Chase’s Clean Home Disinfectant
With cold and ﬂu season approaching, disinfecting high-touch
surfaces in your building is of prime importance. Chase’s Clean
Home™ disinfectant is a national brand equivalent that gives
the results you need at
signiﬁcant cost savings.
This spray disinfectant
kills cold and ﬂu viruses
as well as most common
household and workplace
germs including salmonella, staph, strep and
MRSA. It prevents mold
and mildew, and can even
be used on soft surfaces
such as couches and pet
beds. Chase’s Clean Home disinfectant is EPA registered, comes
in 19-ounce cans and is available in 3 popular scents: linen, citrus
and country ﬂoral.

Booth 1960

See The Bullen Companies new and innovative
product offerings at the 2019 ISSA show
• Airx Spray N Go disinfectant spray systems
• One Up Extends Luxury Vinyl Cleaner and
Protector
0LFURQ0LFUR¿ODPHQW&OHDQLQJ&ORWKV
• New Improved Perfect-02, boosted peroxide
cleaner
)XO¿OOPHQWVHUYLFHVIRUIUDQFKLVHVQRQVWRFNLQJ
distribution and Amazon services

Duala™ will take a dull ﬂoor and give its surface a clean,
bright look, removing surface marks and bufﬁng to a bright shine.
As Duala™ is used, the pad will increasingly bring back the shine
to the ﬂoor. Duala™ can be used on a variety of ﬂoors including
VCT, terrazzo, natural stone, concrete, vinyl and rubber. A highspeed, laminated Duala™ ﬂoor pad is also available.
Contact ACS Industries, Inc., at 800-222-2880
or visit www.acs-cp.com.

CT Commercial Paper

Booth 725

CT Commercial is proud to announce the
introduction of Belfair Natural Towel and Tissue.
Belfair Natural products have been developed with both
performance and the environment in mind. Belfair Natural
paper is produced using one-hundred percent renewable
bamboo ﬁbers that deliver
greater strength and absorbency
than wood pulp products.
Why is Bamboo Better?
• Bamboo is processed without
chlorine or brightening chemicals.
• Bamboo is naturally resistant to germs.
• Biodegradable. Safe for all landﬁll and waste water systems.
Bamboo Paper… Simply Better!

If you are not at the show, watch our videos at:
www.bullenonline.com

Magnolia Brush

Booth 696

Call 800-951-2235 or visit www.ctcpaper.com.

Perform Manufacturing, Inc.

Booth 1801

Triple Concentrated Odor Control

The Choice of the Professional Since 1907
Specializing in brushes for Janitorial, Construction,
Masonry, and Industrial Maintenance.
• Quality Products • Rapid Fill Rates
• Excellent Customer Service
CONTACT US TODAY!
Phone: 800-248-2261 • sales@magnoliabrush.com
Visit magnoliabrush.com to download a full line CATALOG.
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The Eliminator eliminates airborne odors and neutralizes most
offensive odor problems. One spray in a 10x10 area will eliminate
all odors for up to 24 hours, leaving the room fresh and clean
smelling all day.
Available in 8 fragrances:
citrus, apple, cherry, pumpkin, spring mist, mango,
plumeria and peach. Recommended for restaurants,
schools, churches, hospitals,
country clubs, athletic clubs
and hotels.
It is effective for cigarette smoke, food odors,
garbage odors, pet odors,
restrooms, musty odors and
any malodors.
Visit www.performmfg.com.

Berk International

Booth 3627

Universal Business Systems

Booth 3716

Universal Business Systems’ Industry Leading eCommerce
System Has More Tools Exclusively For Distributors

Fitness Wipes

QuestSpecialty Corporation

Booth 1921

New High-End, Scent-Blended Air Fresheners

More Sheets. Less Turnover. Better Price.
A disposable, pre-moistened wiper system specially formulated to
clean and deodorize ﬁtness equipment. Made from a biodegradable
and compostable cellulose fabric, infused with a light-dose,
quat-based formula, containing
no harsh chemicals that harm
surfaces.
Fitness Wipes are ideal for removing sweat and grime from
surfaces commonly wiped in all
ﬁtness facilities, replacing unsightly spray bottles and rolls.
This center-pull wiper system is
designed for quick, easy ﬁll and reﬁll using our bucket dispenser or
center-pull wall dispenser.
Please call for pricing at 866-222-BERK (2375) or 610-369-0600.
Visit www.berkwiper.com to view our
complete line of intelligent wiping solutions.

Expanded Technologies

Booth 562

Universal’s Synergy OMNI eCommerce platform continues to provide distributors of all shapes and sizes with a powerful, full featured
shopping system. Incorporating Universal’s 40 plus years of industryspeciﬁc experience, Synergy OMNI’s innovative design allows it to
easily adapt to the ever changing needs of today’s distributor. Synergy
OMNI serves a variety of segments such as janitorial supply, ﬁne
paper, food service, packaging, and more.
• Seamless Integration To ERP System • Real-Time, User Specific
Pricing And Order History • Intuitive Search And Filtering Tools
• Extensive Product Images And Marketing Content • Integrate With
Third Parties Like Essendant And S.P. Richards • Let Customers Pay
Their Invoices Online • Robust User Tools Including Shopping Lists,
Spending Limits, Order Approval, And More • Easily Manage Products,
Accounts, And Site Content • Accept Credit Card Payments • Sales
Tax Calculation • Punchout Capable • Search Engine And Mobile Friendly
Call (908) 725-8899 or visit
www.ubsys.com/synergy_omni_ecommerce

Lambskin Specialties

Booth 947

QuestSpecialty Corporation introduces a new line of high-end,
scent-blended air fresheners in three different air freshener formulations: Dry (Hand-held Manual); Fiesta Metered (Automatic Dispensing) and Total Release (Fogger or Hand-held Manual). The six
new fragrances incorporate unique and trending scent blends such
as leather and strawberry; orange, coconut and white orchid; and
citrus, lavender, ﬂorals, wood & musk. Also new is OUT COLD Smoke
& Odor Eliminator, which is effective on marijuana and cigar smoke.
www.QuestSpecialty.com.

Envirochem

Booth 633

EXPANDED TECHNOLOGIES RELEASES
CLEAR WRAP AROUND FLOOR SAVER

SUPERKLEEN HIGH PERFORMANCE
DEEP FRYER TABS

Keeps Hard Floors Damage Free
With Inconspicuous Floor Protection

Intensive dissolving power for burnt-in stains
and resinous organic materials such as
starch residue, charring, fat and proteins.

The Clear Wrap Around Floor Saver was developed by Expanded
Technologies as an
easy way to protect
ﬂoors from chairs with
sled bases or rails.
With the same ﬂoor
protection qualities as
the Wrap Around Floor
Saver, the new clear
version is easy to apply
and attaches to itself for a longer lasting, improved hold, all while
blending in with most furniture.
Contact Expanded Technologies at 888-654-7720,
or visit the company’s website at
www.expandedtechnologies.com.

APC Filtration Inc.

Booth 1154

• saves time, money & space
• special active ingredient
combination
• not suitable for alkali-sensitive
surfaces (e.g. aluminium)
Lambskin Specialties is pleased to introduce a new T-Bar
Reﬁll system, designed for smooth application of ﬂoor ﬁnishes.
The t-bars and reﬁlls are sold separately, and are available in
12, 18, 24 and 30 inches.

• special high value polymer
system providing an excellent
dispersion capacity in order to
keep the fatty soil in the cleaning bath and to prevent it from
re-deposition on the surfaces of the fryer.

For more information, visit booth 947 at the 2019 ISSA
Show, or contact us at 1-800-665-0202 or through e-mail
at distributors@lambskin.com.

Envirochem, 425 Whitehead Ave., South River, NJ 08883
732-238-6700

Transmacro Amenities

Booth 1910

We are pleased to unveil our latest product,
#200 Machine Dishwash Detergent.

Janitized® Premium Aftermarket Filters

High Quality Amenity Bar Soaps,
Shampoos, Conditioners & Lotions

Janitized®, a division of APC Filtration Inc., is pleased to
present our latest product release. Designed to fit Windsor
Chariot 2 iVac 24 ATV and Karcher CV 60/2 RS stand-on vacuums,
replacing OEM 8.634-104.0
& 86341040, this 3-ply combination paper and meltblown vacuum bag meets or
exceeds the OEM in both ﬁlter efﬁciency and quality.

No doubt, you would not mind getting more attractive pricing from
Transmacro Amenities, especially for the famous DIAL™ White Marble
collection. We have announced a new ﬂow wrap presentation. This results
in cost savings that go entirely to your company.
Products include:
• Beach Mist™— Known as the company’s shoreline collection, the
brand features attractive wrapper and mild scent. The foamy feel of Beach
Mist™ provides a soothing touch. Beach Mist™ bar soap comes in three
sizes, while conditioning shampoo and skin lotion are available in .75ounce bottles and .25-ounce packets;
• Hotello™ — Includes a wrapper design supporting pastel color
tones. The brand
is designed for
hotels, blending
with any bathroom decor; and,
• Good Day™
— The economy
line features three
bar soap sizes plus conditioning shampoo and lotion. Good Day™ is priced
competitively. Also sold unwrapped.

View our full line
by visiting our website.
Janitized®
part # JAN-WIVAC24-3 (10)

Get premium ﬁltration for
your toughest cleaning jobs!

Toll free: 1-888-689-1235; Fax: 1-866-491-1236
Email: customerservice@apcfilters.com
Website: www.janitized.com

Meterpak, Inc.

Visit www.transmacroamenities.com.

Using our signature
premeasured, water soluble pouches, this impressive new line is chlorineand phosphate-free, taking it a step further toward sustainable and
responsible environmental practices.
Like our original formula, #200 leaves cutlery
and dishes sparkling
clean, and is safe for all
types of glassware, pans
and even ﬁne china.
Suitable for both commercial and domestic dishwashers, and
offered in two convenient sizes, our easy-to-use pouches combine maximum performance and cost effectiveness.
Visit www.meterpak.com.
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Queenaire Technologies, Inc.

Booth 2801

Air-Scent International

Booth 710

Harness The Power Of Two State-Of-The-Art Technologies
To Sanitize The Air & Eliminate Odors In One Unit

Booth 2367

Fast Track Shipping Across the US, from 3 Locations
Contact Golden Star for more information on their
full line of hard surface cleaning products
Phone: 1-816-842-0233
Toll Free: 1-800-821-2792
Toll Free Fax: 1-800-487-4079
General E-mail: goldenstar@goldenstar.com
Order E-mail: orders@goldenstar.com

Royal Paper Inc.

Booth 433

Quality Products Come Naturally™
For more information, contact us at (800)258-9007;
or visit www.royalpaper.us
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The SorbUp™ mop
has an unchallenged 700
percent absorbency, perfect for use in spill
cleanup. In addition, it has
a 40 percent release rate,
allowing the user to clean
up large spills quickly and
easily.
It’s made from 100
percent post-industrial
recycled material, and
does not require a breakin period. The non-woven
material is perfect for cleaning up anything from water to oil. Because it’s less expensive than a comparable cotton mop, the
SorbUp™ is truly a disposable wet mop.
For more information on this revolutionary new mop,
stop by Zephyr’s booth #2015 at the ISSA show in Las Vegas,
and also visit www.zephyrmfg.com.

The Malish Corporation

Mor-Value Parts

Booth 2568

QUALITY MATTERS

Malish Sonic Scrub Is Now Available In New Sizes/Colors

When “Close Enough”
Isn't Good Enough...

The Malish Corporation has extended the line of its popular
Sonic Scrub patent-pending rectangular brush for oscillating
floor machines.
The original Sonic Scrub measures 14” x 20”. The new grit brush
versions are available in a larger 28” x 14” size, and in various
grits/colors including:
Mal-Grit Lite (red),
Clean-Grit (blue), MalGrit Scrub (green), and
Mal-Grit (black).
Award-winning
Sonic Scrub by Malish is lightweight,
features a bi-level design and is ideal for cleaning grout lines
and uneven floor surfaces. The universal design fits all oscillating floor machines including stick, walk-behind and riders. It’s perfect for cleaning ceramic, quarry, concrete and
terrazzo floors.
Visit www.malish.com.

QUALITY. PRECISION. PERFORMANCE.

What You Need When You Need It

Booth 2015

Zephyr Announces The New SorbUp™ Wet Mop

Regardless of the type of facility, always of concern to property managers is air quality and odor.
Ozone generators offer the fastest and most effective means
for eliminating odors in unoccupied areas. Hydroxyl generators,
meanwhile, are a great alternative for keeping an area odor free,
and for sanitizing the air, in occupied spaces.
Now, both technologies are available in the same unit, the
Newaire HO3-2500.
Call Newaire at 1-877-646-9663, visit QueenAire.com,
or visit the Hydroxyl Experts at booth 2801
during the ISSA Show.

Golden Star

Zephyr Manufacturing

At MVP, we pride ourselves on providing outstanding quality,
drop-in replacement parts. We don’t use phrases like “close
enough” or “will ﬁt.” Our staff scrutinizes over parts before we
add them, making sure that we can be proud to put our name
on each one.
The extra investment and commitment to quality means your
customers will get a part that will ﬁt and perform just as the
original did -- making you look like the expert!
For over 20 years, equipment dealers and service centers
have trusted MVP with their business. You, too, can count on
MVP’s PROVEN, quality and performance to make your customers happier and your job easier!

1.800.870.0687 • Fax: 616.406.3125
mor-value.com • E-mail: info@mor-value.com
Wholesale Only.

Starco /Diamond Chemical Company Booth 2677
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Maintenance Sales News

Booth #2215

ISSA Show Floor Open
...................................

• 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Tuesday, November 19;
• 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Wednesday, November 20; and,
• 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Thursday, November 21.

Spartan Chemical Promotes
Steven Blumberg To Regional Manager

Spartan Chemical Company, Inc., a formulator
and manufacturer of sustainable cleaning and sanitation solutions for the industrial and institutional
market, has named Steven Blumberg as regional
manager for the Pittsburgh, PA, region.
He most recently served as an account executive
for Essendant where he worked for two years. Prior
to that, Blumberg worked at Fastenal for over nine
years in various roles, including his most recent as
general manager, where he developed and executed sales plans, recruited
and trained employees and was responsible for sales operations for his
branch.
He attended La Roche University in Pittsburgh, where he received a
bachelor’s degree in leadership and administrative development.
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O B I T U A R Y

Harvey Wasserman

Longtime cleaning industry professional Harvey Wasserman, of Vernon, NJ, died on July 9, 2019, after an 18-month
battle with pancreatic cancer. He was 75. Wasserman was
vice president of sales at Starco Chemical, a division of Diamond Chemical Co. Inc., of East Rutherford, NJ.
Wasserman was born in Brooklyn, NY, to Mildred
(Fried) and the late Kurt Wasserman. He is survived by his
wife of 54 years, Linda (Rosenfeld) Wasserman; daughters,
Robin DeAngelo and Kim Fishman and her husband, Ian;
grandchildren, Stephanie, Dylan, Jake, Allie, and Alex; brother, Pinchas Wasserman; sisters, Gail Connors and Ann Wasserman; and mother, Mildred Wasserman.
Harvey Wasserman was an entrepreneur at heart, running his own company
and then joining forces with Diamond Chemical. An avid outdoorsman, he enjoyed traveling, fishing, hunting and ham radio.
Funeral services took place at Ferguson-Vernon Funeral Home. Burial was at
the Sons of Israel Cemetery, in Hardyston, NJ. Memorial donations may be made
to the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network (www.pancan.org).
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Percent Paid and/or Requested Circulation(15c divided by f times 100)

0

0

0
7,247

0
7,263

7,117

7,143

0

0

0
7,117
14,364
636
15,000
50.45%

0
7,143
14,406
594
15,000
50.42%

16. Electronic Copy Circulation: I certify that 50% of all my distributed copies (electronic and print) are
legitimate requests or paid copies.
17. Publication of Statement of Ownership for a Requester Publication is required and will be printed in the
September / October 2019 issue of this publication.
18. Signature and Title of Editor, Publisher, Business Manager, or Owner
Publisher

Date: 9/23/2019

I certify that all information furnished on this form is true and complete. I understand that anyone who furnishes false or misleading
information on this form or who omits material or information requested on the form may be subject to criminal sanctions (including
fines and imprisonment)and/or civil sanctions (including civil penalties).
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

THE brand in Jansan talent acquisition. Ask any industry leader...

Michael J. Hawkins, Inc.
Consultants in Jansan Talent Acquisition
Many different Eco-Friendly products
in water-soluble pouches.
Find out at:

Connecting The
Perfect Client
With The Perfect
Candidate

www.meterpak.com
meterpak@bellnet.ca
(905) 624-0366

80 Years Of Jansan Experience

Anthony Trombetta
atrombetta@mjhawkinsinc.com
www.linkedin.com/in/anthony-trombetta-50a93a11/

1-847-705-5400
MSN Archive Issues

www.maintenancesalesnews.com

Michael J. Hawkins, CFSP
mikehawkins@mjhawkinsinc.com
www.linkedin.com/in/mikehawkinsinc

www.mjhawkinsinc.com

MAINTENANCE SALES NEWS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

40 words for $40 per insertion
Additional words - $1 per word (min charge)
Bold face headings - $5.00 • Blind Ad - $25.00
Display Classifieds $70 per column inch (2 inch minimum)
Classified Ad deadline date is 1st of preceding month.
Additional charge for blind classified advertising.

SERVICE OFFERED

Contact us for all your transportation chemical requirements:
Vehicle washers, brighteners, automotive chemicals.
50 years experience in specialty manufacturing.
www.cherryvilledistributing.com. 704-435-9692

BOSTON AREA DISTRIBUTOR
------------- FOR SALE -------------

$5 Million Annual Sales! Excellent Gross Profit!
Customer base BOSTON, North & South Shores
including New Hampshire. In business for 25+ years.
Owner and sales force can stay in place if desired.
Large warehouse & office also available. Located on Major highway.
Reply: jansanconsultant@gmail.com

To Receive Maintenance Sales News’
monthly eNewsletter,
please send your name, company & email address to
rankinmag@consolidated.net
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PAYMENT SHOULD ACCOMPANY ORDER.

Maintenance Sales News

201 E. Main St. • P.O. Box 130 • Arcola, IL 61910
Ph. (217) 268-4959
drankin@consolidated.net

Name ______________________________________________________
Company ___________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________
City __________________________ State ____________ Zip_________
No. of Insertions:________ Amount Enclosed: $________

Phone ___________________ Email _____________________________

Heading or Classification_______________________________________

Authorized Signature __________________________________________

Copy ______________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

Since 1920, Nyco has been innovating chemical management
systems. Grow your business with our newest ez2mix® Dilution
Control System which offers 12 concentrated chemicals to
clean and disinfect every area of a facility. End users will
enjoy safety, precision and productivity in every bottle. Visit us
at ISSA Booth #963 in Las Vegas to see ez2mix® in action.

VISIT US AT ISSA SHOW

BOOTH #963 IN LAS VEGAS

Visit ISSA booth 3735 or krugerproducts.com/afh for more information.
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